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PREFACE 
Everyday we meet references , in conversations , in 
newspaper collunns and in magazine articles to the subject of 
creativity . We are living in a per iod of increased interest 
in the nature , scope and measurement of the creative process . 
What , ask our scientists , is creativity? Is it instinctive? 
Can it be passed on from father to son? Can its growth be 
assured by some specific type of educational program? 
Interest in creativity is not new. It dates back 
at least as far as the Greek philosophers . Our interest in 
the subject today does seem to be more general and widespread 
than ever before , however , judging from the number of panel 
discussions , research projects , books and articles based on 
the creative process . Why does this increased interest in 
creativity exist today? 
II We are members of an automated society . We are 
faced with the lcnowledge that increasing numbers of our popu-
lation will spend the ma j or portion of their lives doing 
repetitive jobs assisting machines . 
We fear the loss of man~s sense of personal achieve -
ment and dignity . 
The members of an electrical worker ' s union recently 
sought and obtained a contract for a t1-venty hour work week . 
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If this trend continues, and it seems highly probable that it 
vlill; what vlill man do with his spare time? Will he not 
eventually rebel against the prospect of spending six or 
seven hours every day in front of a television screen? 
The female at home in her ultra-modern ranch house, 
equipped with every labor saving device from washer-dryer to 
automatic fry pan and electric can opener, faces a similar 
problem. Bridge games and television viewing give very little 
satisfaction or sense of achievement . What is to give her 
life dignity and meaning? 
.Hany people are also concerned by the amount of time 
spent by today ' s children in passive activities. Children I 
spend too many hours , they fear , watching television, football 
and baseball games, movies and ice shows. They point out horT 
infrequently we see children creating their own games; building 
tree house out of old lumber, forts out of discarded cartons, 
or turning garages into circus arenas or wild west shows , 
Are these passive children going to be able to handle the 
problems of co-existence, nuclear bomb threat, and population 
explosion they will face when they are adults? The world will 
need 11doers 11 and not just 11 observers 11 • Our situation will be 
jl 
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11 grave unless we can find some way to counteract this trend 
towards individual passivity . 
II The problems of automation and human passivity are 
complex ones , ru1d there is certainly no one perfect solution . 
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The revival of interest in the creative growth of the individual 
is, however , a hopeful sign . The problems which face us are 
gigantic , but as Gladys Andrews observed in her book, Creative 
Rhythmic rvrovement £9.£. Children , "Creativity is a dynamic 
element within all children , making it possible for them to do 
l 
things I.Yhich they never dreamed they could do 11 • 
There are many opportunities in our world for people 
who can do things "they never dreamed they could do 11 • 
We must all do what 1ve can to encom~ag e and promote 
of the individual through the work of our churches, our homes 
I 
I, 
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and our schools . We can only be satisfied when the intellectuaJ, 
the spiritual, the physical and the creative elements of each 
child are developed to their highest potential . We, as 
teachers , must fight the elements in our culture which threaten 
to smother the creative instinct . John Dewey speal<::s of these 
enemies: 
The enemies of the esthetic are neither the 
practical nor the intellectual. They are the hum-
drum; slackness of loose ends ; submission to con-
vention in practice and intellectual procedure. 
Rigid abstinence , coerced submission, tightness on 
one side and dissipation incoherence and aimless 
directions from the unity of experience . 
indulBence on the other are deviations i~ opposite 
1 ,~ ____________ _ 
1 1Gladys Andrews , Creative Phythmic Movement with 
Children , New York, Prentice- Hall , l954)p . 2l . 
2John De1-1ey , Art as Experience, New York , :r.nnton 
Balch and Company , 1934) p . 4o . 
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INTRODUCTION 
Does each person possess the ability to create or 
is it a rare talent found in only a few gifted people? Gladys 
Andrews , who has spent many years working with small children 
in rhythmic movement , believes that 11 creativity is a dynamic 
element within all children 11 • 1 
(Italics mine.) Hughes Mearns, who as far back as 1929 -vwrked 
rli th children and observed the creative process asserts in his 
Though few children are geniuses, all children I 
early discovered, possess gifts v·lhich may become 
later their specia~ distinction . A thousand talents 
await recognition . -
Anyone vl'ho has 1rV"orked with young children or who has carefully 
observed them at play would agree , I believe , that all children 
possess originality and imagination . Children enjoy tl1eir 
creative powers because creativity allows them great varieties 
of experience and activity, and children loathe sameness and 
monotony . 
1 Andrew·s , QJ2_. cit ., p . 2-l. 
2 
Hughes Meams , Creative Power (2nd ed . rev.) New 
York , Dover Pub . Inc. 1958) n. 267 . 
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Gladys Andrews notes : 
Creating is exciting because children newer 
11 say it 11 in the same way . The creative aspect is 
the uniqueness of the experience of the individual 
concerned . This process is affected by something 
from one ' s own exnerienc~ , which is modified , 
reassembled or given an original twist, and out-
wardly is manifested as an on goin~ experience . 
This is the process by which new life comes into 
being and by which living things continue to grov-r 
and to reach maturity . This is progress , growth and 
development . 3 
The child 11ho says of his toy busses , 11 They 1 ve stopped because 
they ' re resting now , 11 is looking at his toys 1rlith freshness 
and original ity . His imagination gives them feelings and 
lives of their 01m . This child is not hobbled by the limi tatiors 
of time and space . He can be v-rhere he wants to be when he wants
1 
to be . A child such as this is seldom confronted with boredom 
for underneath the kitchen cabinet is a cave; any two or three 
objects placed one behind another is a train. The world is full 
of opportunities for adventure for such a child. We are all 
av-mre of these imaginative capabilities of children . But 
what happens to these capabilities? \ihy don ' t they continue to 
develop throughout a child ' s life? Winifred Ward believes: 
The wonderful imagination with which little 
children are endowed dies out or becomes dormant 
unless it is exercised . Like the muscles it must 
have exercise if the individual is to become a 
creative thinker . The kindergarten encourages 
3Andrews , £Q• ~it . p . 22 . 
2 
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progresses in school does he have use for creativity . 
Indeed , in many schools it is nEt only not cultivated 
but it is actually discouraged . 
Today many people are working to find ways to insure 
the retent i on and growth of man ' s creative gifts . Certainly , 
there is no ~ way to do this . Creative drama tics , w·hich is 
based upon the instinctive play of children does offer one of 
t he 1-1ays to aid the exercise of our children·~ s creative muscles . 
Childr en ' s play is today a respected and studied part of child 
growth and development . Peter Slade in his book Child Drama 
states : 
Play is the Child ' s was of thinking, proving , 
relaxing , working, remembering , daring , testing , 
creating , and absorbing . Except for the actual 
physical processes , it is life . It may well prove 
in future years that if Play is the actual manner of 
a Child ' s way of life , t hen Play maS be the correct 
approach to all forms of education . 
Creative dramatics uses the play of children , but it 
must be remembered that it changes and develops play, takes i t 
further into the realm of the aesthetic . Slade comments : 
Play is natvxal to the Child , but Play left 
ent irely alone often tends to become more violent 
as the Child grows older . Pl ay associated con-
tinually with beauty and with the t r easurer of 
Y~owledge through the agency of an understanding 
4vJinifred Ward , Playmaking wi th Children , 2d ed . rev . 
(New York , Appleton Century Croft , 1957) , p . 6. 
5peter Slade , Chi ld Drama , (London University of 
London Press , 1954 ), p . 42 . 
I 
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adult mind leads to better creation, more joy, 
has a marked effect on behavior and results in 
II 
the discernible6phenomenon of an Art Form. This I is Child Drama . 
I 
Winifred Ward also comments upon creative drama as i 
an outgrowth of children ' s play and remarks upon the advisabil- I 
ity of harnessing such a vital part of a child ' s life and using 
it in our educational system. 
~'le have only to i"la tch our children in their 
dramatic play to realize that here is something 
spontaneous , untaught . i'Tho tells them about imagin-
ary companions? ~Vho suggests the thousand-and-one 
bits of malce-believe which seem to be as natural to 
them as breathing? l'lhen one notes the eagerness 
which children greet both creative and formal drama 
he wonders how can it be that education has not long 
since made use of so deep-rooted an impulse. 7 To ignore it seems a tremendous waste of power. 
In order to make use of creative dramatic::l ability 
to faster creative grov-Tth in the individual, more teachers are 
needed who can successfully lead children in informal dramatic I 
activities. Most of the dramatic activities in the elementary 
schools of today are of the 11 show off 11 variety . Nervous and 
frightened children , directed by dramatically untrained teachers 
provide 11 spectacles 11 for tminformed but proud parents. These 
untrained elementary school teachers must be educated so they 
can malce use of the po1ver of creative dramatics . 
6~·' p . 342 . 
7ward , ..QJ2. cit., p. 15. 
I 
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With this thought in mind I began my investigation 
into the field of creative dramatics . Although , I believe , it 
is not possible to become a leader of creative dramatics by 
merely reading about the subject , it is possible, I believe, 
for gifted teachers with insight and imagination to benefit 
from a study of the techniques involved m •leading creative 
dramatic activities . I did not seek to cover thoroughly all 
aspects of the field of creative dramatics , but rather to dis-
cover 1vhat practical information about methods and techniq_ue 
could be gathered w·hich would be of value to an interested 
teacher e Creative drama is an art form and so it defies being 
organized into a rigid set of rules and regulations to govern 
every specific situation . As Slade remarks: 
He (the teacher) rTould not teach. He would 
guide and nurture; he too has to be a creative 
artist; he does not just sit back but is constantly 
attending and ready to offer aid if needed. There 
are no short cuts to this work, no hard easy rules. 
Each Child is different, each group has its own 
peculiarities , and each teacher h~s to learn to 
handle things his or her o-rm vmy. 
It is my intention in this study to learn all that 
is possible about planning lessons, choosing material , select-
ing a suitable environment and conducting sessions from re-
search . By combining this research with personal practical 
experience from working v-ri th children and analyzing the 
results , it should be possible to draw conclusions about the 
8 
Slade , .QQ. ill·, pp . 343-44 . 
ll 
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"teachable " and 11 unteachable 11 elements of creative dramatic 
leadership . Such conclusions would be valuable, I beli eve, 
in the consideration of the training of creative dramatics 
leaders . 
r 
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I . SURVEYING THE FIELD OF CREATIVE DRAVlATICS 
A. Definition 
lfuat is creative dramatics? Although most people 
p.ave heard the term before , many are confused as to its exact 
aefinition . Gerald in Si ks and Ruth Lease , leaders in the field , 
~efine creative dramatics as : 
••• the term g i ven to the form of drama which 
exists for the purpose of the child participant . It 
is playing with purposeful group planning and signifi -
cant evaluating and it affects each individual who 
actively participates in this art experience . 
Miss Siks and :Hiss Lease attempt to clarify the differences 
bet1veen this informal drama and other forms of drama : 
II 
Staging and costtming are of little concern for 
it is the pr ocess rather than the product which is 
the region of emphasis in the activity . 'rhe process 
is the end in itself from the stand point of child 
growth and development; however , to the children who 
are creati ng it, the play is vitally important. The 
teacher guides rather than directs the children 
through the process of creative playing . Creative 
dramatics is not concerned with training children to 
become actors nor in creating plays for an audience . 
It is aimed toward the development of the whole child 
soc i ally , emotio~ally , intellectually, physically , 
and spiritually . I 
~------------------------------------------------------~----------------
1Ruth Lease and Geraldine Siks , Creative Dramatics in 
!Home School and Community. (New York; Harper Bros ., 1952) , p . 2 . 
2 Ibid . p . 2 . 
7 
Another defi nition offered by the Misses Lease and 
~iks has the advantages of brevity and conciseness . 
Creative dramatics , they say is : 
••• a group activity in which meaningful exper-
ience is acted out by the part~cipants as they create 
their 01m dialogue and action • .J 
1Vinifred Ward , an outstanding leader in the field of 
creative dramatics defines it in these terms : 
Creative drama or 11 Playmaking " is the activity in 
which informal drama is . created by . the players them-
selves . Such drama may be original as to idea, plot , 
and characters , or it may be based on a story written 
by someone else . Planned by a group and played 
spontaneously with improvised dialogue i.Yhich is 
never twice the same , drama of this kind remains 
always in an interestingly fluid state ••• Creative 
dramatics is commonly refe r red to as educational 
dramatics , since it is characterized by spontaneous 
flexible drama distinguished from the more famil~ar 
type of drama vlhich i s produced for an audience . 
Peter Slade calls it 11 an art form" in its own right . 5 
Isabel Burger defines 11 a scene played creatively" as "the 
expression of thought and feeling in the child ' s own terms 
6 
through action the spol(en word, or both . 11 
B. Creative Dramatics and Children ' s Theater 
Many of the misunderstandings ·which arise concerning 
3rbid ., p . 3 . 
41-'Iinifred ~vard , ..Q:Q. . cit ., p . 3- 4 . 
Sslade , QQ · cit ., p . 342 . 
6 rsabel Burger, Creative Play Acting . (Nei'r York : A. S . 
Barn~ and Co ., 1950) , p . 2 . 
8 
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creative dramaticsstem from confusing it with children ' s 
theater . The two types of drama are totally different . They 
are alike only in that each is a form of drama and that each is 
for the benefit of children . 
Children ' s theater is formal drama acted by either 
adults or children and aimed at the child audience . It is 
based on a written script , w-hich has been memoril.:ed by the 
performers . The production is w1der the supervision of a 
director . Technical elements such as costtmes , lightin~ and 
malceup are important . Children ' s theater emphasizes a perfor -
lmance value. It is mainly an experience for the audience, 
although the actors may also be affected by their participation . 
Creative dramatics is drama by and for the partici-
~ators . No audience is involved. Although the play may be 
r ased on a vlri tten story ' there is no pre-s e t series of lines 
1
r nd no memorization of lines is involved . The activity is led 
and g_uidcq_, not directed . The performance value is unimportant 
and few technical aspect s of theater are customarily involved . 
C. Origin and Development 
Creative drama tics is not basically a n ev-7 form of 
drama because it stems from the instinctive play of chilQren. 
~s long as there have been children , there has , therefore , 
1'1 1 ~xisted a type of informal drama. It developed alongside of 
tt'ormal drama , but its worth 11as not recosnized until recent 
times . 1Vherever children played "let • s pretend games 11 creative 
9 
rama lived . Children, away from watchful eyes of adults, have 
~eleased their feelings , acted out their reactions to life 
situations with dolls and other toys , and stepped naturally 
into the roles of princesses, kings , pirates , mothers and 
~eachers . 
During the twentieth century when interest in child 
velfare was spreading , more and more adults saw that there vms 
~ need for legitimate channels in which children could express 
ftheir feelings . Psychologists w·ere busy studying child behavior ·I 
~ew methods of teaching stressing the need to develop the whole 
:Child V>rere being introduced into the schools. It was at this 
ftime that informal dramatics , already a natural activity of 
:Children , was recognized as a strong force in child development . 
!When this form of dramatics came into its ovm as a method of 
~.earing it was called creative dramatics . 
Winifred Ward , Professor Emeritus of Dramatic Produc-
1cion at Northwestern University , led the way in pioneering in 
jvhe field of creative dramatics . Through her efforts creative 
~rama was introduced into the elementary grades in Evanston, 
Illinois . 
In 1941 Ruth Lease offered her services to the Seattle 
?ublic Library as a storyteller . By the end of the war Hrs . 
ue&se and her associates had become so popular that the Seattle 
unior League adopted them and provided funds for a creative 
ramatics supervisor . Realizing the need for more leaders 
10 
~rrs . Lease turned to the University of Seattle for assistance. 
In 1947 a curriculum course in creative drama was added under 
the instructorship of Agnes Haaga . Geraldine Siks, who had 
been associated with Winifred Ward for four years as associate 
director of Children's Theater in Evanston and for seven years 
as instructor in creative dramatics in Evanston schools, also 
became a leader in the Seattle area . 
The two universities - Northwestern and the University ! 
of Washington - continue to serve as outstanding leaders in the 
creative drama field. Under their leadership creative dramatics ! 
has gradually spread . To a limited extent it is found in 
community sponsored activities, Sunday schools , public schools 
and private classes . The University of Washington did much to 
aid the growth of creative drama in the lower schools when it 
required all students seeking an elementary school teacher ' s 
certificate to take at least one quarter ' s training in informal 
dramatics . 
In Europe , other leader ' s such as England ' s Peter 
Slade did much to encourage the development of creative 
aramatics . Slade ' s book Child Drama is well known by all 
~eaders in the field . 7 
D. Goals of Creative Dramatics 
Isabel Burger , in her book Creative Play Acting, sees 
7Lease and Siks , QR . ~~ ' pp. xi-xiii 
ll 
il 
~he goals of creative dramatics as be i ng the same as the 
general aims of education for the whole child . Every well 
l~ounded boy or girl should possess through education : 
1 . A healthy and well coordinated body . 
2 . Flexibility and fluency in oral communication 
of ideas . 
3 . A deep and sympathetic understanding of 
fellolv man . 
4 . Active creative imagination . 
5 . Resourcefulness and independence. 
6 . Initiative . 
7. Controlled and balanced emotions . 
8 . Ability to cooperate with the group . 
9 . Sound attitudes of behavior tOI'lard home , 
church , school and community . 
10 . Aesthetic sensitivity - a real8appreciation for beaut y of form , color , sound , line . 
Winifred Ward gives particular objectives for 
preative drama in her book , Playmaking with Children . 
1 . 11 To provide a controlled emotional outlet . 11 9 
Crea t ive dramatics , as an art form , offers all 
childr en a means of channeling emotions and giving 
them a reasonable outlet . Modern psychologists have 
stressed the need for releasing the strong feelings 
each individual has inside him . Too often adults 
have misinterpreted this need for release as an excuse 
for undisciplined and uncontrolled behavior in 
children . Creative drama offers a controlled outlet . 
2 . 11 To provide a child with an avenue of ex-
pression in one of the arts .n.lO The arts usually hold 
8 Burger , ...£Il · cit ., pp . 1--2 . 
9ward , ££• cit ., p . 5. 
10 Ibid_., p . 6 . 
II 
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an appeal for each individual , but adults often fear 
to participate in them because they fear failure . 
Creative dramatics offered at an early age gives 
children feelings of enjoyment and success and intro-
duces them happily to the world of aesthetics . 
II 
3 . "To encourage and guide the child 1 s creative 
imagination .ull Early encouragment of this important I 
human asset would perhaps lessen the danger of the 
destruction of the creative imagination . I 
4. "To give young peo~le opportunities to grow 
in social-understandings ." l Working in groups and 
"becoming " other character-s gives children a chance 
to broaden their lcnowledge of people . 
5 . 11 To give young people the experience of 
thinlcing on their feet and expressing their ideas 
fearlessly . 11 13 The discussions and evaluations 
which follow each playmaking session give children 
opportunities to express their opinions openly . Each 
child learns that his ideas have yalue , and he gains 
in confidence and self respect . 
I 
Creative dramatics can also be used to give meaningful 
expression to other subjects in school and as a means of teach-
ing other subjects . It can encourage initiative , resourceful-
ness , bodily expression, enjoyment of good literature, lmowledge 'll 
of play structure and appreciation of other arts . It is impor-
tant to remember , however , that the most important element is 
14 the urocess and not the end product . 
(Italics mine.) 
~ 
11 Ibid ., p . 7 . 
12 Ibid ., p . 8 . 
l3 Ibid. , p . 9. 
14Ibid _, p . 270 . 
~-
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E. The Environment 
In order to lead children successfully in creative 
drrunatics activities it is necessary to provide an at~os:phere 
in w·hich creativity can flourish . It is perhaps best to begin 
negatively , that is to label the attitudes in an environment 
which "'vill cause creativity to 1vither and die . 
Hue;hes :Hearns , v1ho spent much of his life observing 
the creative spirit in children , believes that children ' s 
inherent ability to create is often stifled by the reactions of I 
those around tbem . 
Early we find that something interferes - many 
things - Shame is one of them , the result , frequently , 
of the false standards of our mates and of our elders. , 
A laugh goes the saying , is as good as a cri ticism1· a laugh may seal forever one outlet of. the spirit . 5 
In :positive terms , creativity and subsequently 
creative dramatics requires a receptive environment . Creative 
expression cannot live in an environment 1·Thich is either 
stilted or authoritarian . Feelings of security , attitudes of 
understanding encouragement and comradeship will :promote its 
gro1v-th . 1 6 Creative effort does not always produce 1vork of 
excellent quality . It is the attitude of encouragement which 
all OI-lS improvement to be made . Hughes I'1earns observed this 
fact about the creative process : 
I 15Hughes Mearns , Creative Youth , (New York: Doubleday I 
and Co • ) , p • 5 • 
16A:ndre1vs , .Q.]_. cit ., :p . 312 
I! II 
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The sad part of the mystery of creative effort 
is that with every sign of the divine afflatus the 
product is not always good . Here is where a sym-
pathetic und ersta..nding of the forces at l'ii'Ork is 
i mperatively needed from teacher or friend . (I wish 
there could be no real distinction ! ) Out of the mass 
of not - so - good may come enough material to build on ; 
or at least some obstruction to the Creative Spirit 
is got out of the way . Inferior work seems sometimes 
to appear of necessity before the deeper best may I 
reach expression . All good things must first be 
ivorked over , therefore ; and if our first rough drafts 
a:e a little ltdiculous ; we learn early not to be 
dlscouraged . 
Emotional release must not be blocked . Necessary 
noises such as body or vocal responses to stimuli must be 
permitted . 18 It must be remembered , however , that this emo -
tional release is controlled release and must not take on any 
of the characteristics of exhibitionism. 
The necessity of avoiding all of the characteristics 
of exhibitionism or 11 sho1-ving off 11 in creative drama leads to 
' the consideration of the effect of an audience upon the 
children involved in this creative activity . The absence of 
an audience is one of the main differences between creative 
drama and children ' s theater . The presence of an audience 
precludes self consciousness and is an enemy of absorption 
I' 
which Peter Slade believes to be a ne cessary element of genuine 11 
17r.l[earns , Oreativ!L_¥..9..£.ib: , p . 6 . 
18 Andre1-vs , op . cit . , p . 312 . 
15 
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li 
creative activity . He remarks : 
Given a flat floor space and a happy atmosphere 1 
there is with each Child , the tendency to absorption 1 
1-vhich marks genuine creation and 1vhilst absorbed I 
they are not conscious of being ·watched . 19 
When commenting upon the dramatic play of the young 
child he again stresses the necessity of a9sorption and the 
absence of self consciousness . 
vlhen the Child is absorbed it neither needs nor 
wants an audience and because it needs no audience 
I 
it faces in any direction and moves where it vlill . II 
It is during this movement - at--v'lill that the Child I! 
begins to cover the actual floor space in so interest-
ing and beautiful manner , filling the space as if it 
were a picture . For this reason if we are interested 
and can keep quiet , it is better to see genuine 
Dramatic Play lookin,s down on it from above . But an 
audience on the ground is a dangerous thing - it 
tempts the child to show off , absorption is shallo-.;·rer 
~nd play deteriorates. The joy of Dramatic Play is 
that it is the creation of the moment . The energy 
and imagination can be interrupted , and then the 
moment is gone forever . Audience is often the enemy 
of the moment . 20 
li 
Slade again stresses the dangers of the presence of 
an audience to the creative drama of the older child . 
II 
I 
Care must still be taken to guard against sho1ving 
off . The usual fatal mistake at this age , or even 
earlier is to introduce a conscious differentiation 
betvleen actor and audience , 1vhich is the realm of the 
generally understood adult theatre . It cannot be 
stressed too often that the Child ' s Drama in its early 
(and in many later) stages has very little to do with 
this . There is not the same artificial differentia-
l9Slade , QQ . cit ., p . 48 . 
20 Ibid . , p . 49 . 
--
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tion bet11een actor and audience (m1less we make it) 
and so there is no need for the audience to face one 
way only and the actors the other . There is a 
general tendency for everyone to act and they face 
anyv.1ay they lilce . Drama is all about llS - it is much 
more exciting - and not at all necessarily in front 21 
of us . Everyone participates , everyone is creating . ~I 
Since creative dramatics does not need or desire I 
an audience it also does not need or desire a proscenium stage . 
The proscenium stage was desiened for adult theater with separaj 
l tion existing betv;een performers and audience . Slade reman-
strates against the use of a prosceni~~ stage : 
II 
At the risk of offending many ·well disposed and 1 
genuine Child lovers it i s however , necessary to stat~ 
that the proscenimn form of theatre has disas trous 
effects on the geniune Drama of the Child . All the 
slo·w and delicate natural processes of shape , space , 
sharing , mastery of the area round the body , depth 
discovery and integration of self 1,ri th others , to say 
nothing of personal creation are shattered and the 
new blinding experience not yet genuinely and Eers~- 1 
ally arrived at , is something to be tried and copied . 
In this proce~~ the young Child loses confidence in I 
its own l"lOrk . 
If the only room available for use contained a 
proscenium stage it seems advisable to me to close the curtain 
on the stage , disregard it entirelyl and use the open floor 
larea . If the floor space on the stage itself was the most 
suitable space available it could be used by closing the curtairuf 
and regarding the curtain as a fourth wall . II 
Simplici t;y- is the keynote to the physical environment 
1 for successful creative dramatic activities . Technical aspects i 
21 Ibid . , p . 67 . 
22Ibid ., p . 44 . 
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of production , as such , do not exist . Peter Slade comments 
upon the need for simplicity in these 1vords : 
Too much too often does not lead therefore , to 
full personal development ; it only seems to do so 
because stimulation has lately become the fashion , 
and has taken the place of utter laclc of it , this 
has sugcested further stimulations . But we muot be 
careful not place all faith in objects. It is the 
human which matters-ind it is the presence of older 
and wiser humans ·who know what is needed that helps 
to create an atmosphere of happiness and the energy 
of a kind 1·rhich surpasses that arisint; out of 
objects . 23 
Fe1·1 objects are needed in creative drama; a fe-v; 
I 
lchairs to sit on or mark set boundarles , an occassional property 
vlhich sets the mood such as a king 1 s sceptre or a magic 11and are 
all that are necessary or deslreable . l'linidred i'Jard , Ruth 1 
Lease and Geraldine Silcs agree with Peter Slade that simplicity 
is important . Iviiss SiJm and Hiss Lease believe that it ls 
~necessar.y to keep children free and not allow· them to :3et 
bogged do~rm by detalls . They sue;gest e:.1cour2<:;ins simplicity 
1by as1cing q_uestions such as nm·w can thlnlc of a setting that 
only req_ulres three props? 1124 
Peter Slade believes it is valuable to have some 
'periods of creative drama during Hhich no properties are used 
in order to force children to rely upon their senses . 
Freq_uent periods of Play with no properties 
whatever , with stimulation relying entirely on sounds 
such as lmocking , tapping of feet , gongs and drums 
- ···-------- -------------------------
23Ibl"d kl - h2 
--·' pp . I ~· e 
24Lease and Siks , £Q· cit ., p . 13 . 
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and music , brings concentration and is an important 
reminder of the use of the ear against the limbs . 25 
Costumes and lightinc are also used sparingly in 
creative drama because they tend to hinder the imac;inative I 
growth of the child and promote a sens e of performing . As 1·ri th 
properties , an occasional use of an element of costuming such 
as a shs;t·;l for an old lady or a hat for a 1fi tch may prove 
beneficial . The same rule applies to lighting . If a special 
lighting effect highlights a mood and increases absorption it 
should be used . Any artificial abject or technique which over-
povrers or distracts from the creative mood should be eliminated . 
If the effect of the technical addition is doubtful it would 
probably be best to do without it . 
The vmrm congenial environment 1vhich is conducive to 
creative activity can be en.."flanced by the vmy the children are 
seated in the room . Each child is important and must be con-
~ident that his contribution and his presence is wanted by the 
~dult leader . Eye contact w·ith the leader is important . To 
t •st acco~lish personal contact between le~er a~ children a 
Lircular seating arrru1gement is prescribed . In a circle or half 
circle each child is assured of being seen . Each child is on 
rqual footing vli th the next . The. circular arrangement also 
promotes a sense of group consciousness . Slade co1muents: 
I 
~--------------------·-----------------------------------·----------------
'"'5 c:. S 1 ad e , ~ cit . , p • 40 . 
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a l inl~ v'li th r In the sitting dovm circle we have 
the ad tll t actor 1 s task 1ifhen he attempts 
a given circle round his body , and 1'li th 
discussion leader who holds together in 
clinch a group of people . It is easier 
the group is in a circle or half- circle 
in front , in flat rows . Flat ~gws tend 
act at rather than share with . 
to dominate 
the teacher or 
a spiritual I 
to do this if 
than if it is 
to make us 
Jeanette Perkins Brow·n , in her book The Storyteller 
in Religious Education also emphasizes the necessity of the II 
children being able to see the face of the storyteller . Childrel 
rwho are uncomportably craning their necks to see are not able 
to establish the rapport 1-1i th the leader that is so necessary 
. 27 ifor the true sharing of an experlence . 
F . The Leader 
Since dramatic :play occurs spontaneously in the life 
of a child uhy is a leader necessary? lihy not allo1v the child 
tlrama to remain in its na ttu~al state? John Dewey, in his bool~ 
!A.rt ~ Education states the essential need for a leader in 
t:my educational venture • 
•••• to say in effect , let us surround pupils 
with certain materials , tools , appliances etc ., and 
then let pupils respond to these thint;s according to 
their 01-m desires . Above all else let us not suggest 
to them Tdhat they shall do for that is an un"'l·larranted 
trespass upon this sacred intellectual individuality 
is to set up ends and aims . 
liJOll ouch a method is really stupid . For j_ t 
attempts the impossible , which is always stupid; and 
it misconceives the conditions of independent thinking 1 
27 Jeanette Perkins Bro-vm , The Stor_ytel.J:er in 
Religious Education (Boston , Pilgrim Press) p . (). 
There are a multi tude of Tvays of reacting to sur-
rotmding conditions , vli thout some c;uldm1ce from ex-
perience these reactions are almost sure to be 
casual , sparadic and ultimately falsifying accom-
panied by nervous strain . 2~ 11 
The leader furnishes experience and c;uidance to the 
children and helps them to react in satisfyin~ ways to t~eir 
surroundings conditions . (I prefer the term leader to that of 
teacher because it denotes to me the gentle quality of a guide 
or one ·who sho1m the l?aY . The term teachel" , neanins one vTho 
instructs, seems to me too one sided , too ricid a term to use 
in this instance .) The creative drama leader selects sti::nuli 
to :present to the children. In her book Cr~_y__e Rhyth.;·ni_£ 
1-Iovement for ChildreQ_, Gladys Andrevrs cowaents on the basic 
necessities for creativity . 
The creative process involves three uhases 
(1) the child and b.ls-'creative pov-;rcr , feeling and 
imasination; (2) the action or interaction of his 
experiel1Ce ; (3) and his out1·rard form of' e:x:p1~essio11 . 
EXl'lerience initiates the action ; it becomes the ravr 
material of self expression . Only what a child is 
aware of through first hand experiences can be readily 
expressed in tangible forms . 
For first hand experiences chi ldren need 
opportm1ities to see , touch , feel, smell and taste . 
They need to explore , investigate, and find out 
things for themselves . Following this they need 
opporttmi ty , inspiration and encouracement to ex-
press that r.rhich they have experienced . Children 
learn through awareness . They learn to express that 
which:::>they have experienced molding themselves as they 
grow· . _y 
11--------··---·---------- ------------·-------
28 Jolm De1-vey , et al , Art and _ _]__cJ_l!..ca_tioYl;, , (Nevr YOl"k , 
Minton Balch and Co . ), :9 · 180 . 
?9And . . ~ · re1vs , op . ~·, p . 21 . 
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The creative dramatics leader opens ne11 fileds for exploration, 
gives inspiration and encouracement and a more ordered ma:..mer 11 
of expression to children . 
"\.rts in the Class- 11 
I ~' that 11hile vle like to believe that all children are 
II Hatalie Cole comments in her boo-~.: , 
naturally happy and free to act joyously that this is jus t 
wishful thinlcinc . She has found that children have be e11 
cradually taking on the tensions of life around them , and that 
Unot even the -very you.:.1c are really free . :::;von the throe year 
II 
old is often tense and constrained . Gentle understo.ndinc; and 
the aasurm1ce of a loader is necessary to open the child so 
that he can recpond to his or her inherent rhythm. Emotions 
control the muscles . The body of a child is free only vihen c' 
leader has set it free tb.rouch giving the child faith and 
confidence . J 0 (Italics nine .) 
reasons 
Peter Slade sums up very 1vell , I believe , some of the 
for the necessity of a leader in infor_nal drama tics . 
The adult is vital to the best in this form of 
activity , rrhich should be nurtured and cared for just 
as a gardner cul ti va tes a flower . Like the flov1er , 
if it is left untended it c;oes back to a 1·1ild state , 
and the \1'/'eeds that come - fic;hting , c;ettinc hurt , 
c1Muel ty , ruden~_rs - ivill promote unhappiness and lack 
of confidence . 5 
The leader must constantly keep in mind ~er role in 
---------------------------·--------------------·--·-----------------------
3°:~atalie Cole , Arts_i.!.!.. the Classroom, (:i.Tell Yorl;: , 
Joln1 Day Co .), pp . 69- 70 . 
3lslade , op . cit ., p . 45 . 
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the creative dramatics activity . She functions as a guide and 
not as a director . Creative dramatics is not formal theater , 
and the leader is not producing a play . It is ab,rays easier 
to fu...11ction automatically . It is easier to tell the children 
1;rhat or h011 to do something rather than to encourac;e them 
indirectly . It is much easier to provide dialogue than to II 
v-1ai t for children ' s hal tine efforts at vocal response . But 
wait she must . The leader is there to encourage and stimulate 
but never to di rect . It is their play , not here . The children ' s 
01m ir:1.~.'TI.ature I'TOrlc must be accepted on its own level . It is 
11
much more important that each child feel the joy of participat-
ins and achieving than a sood play be developed . ::he more the 
leader fl.mctions as a director rather than as a suide the more 
the play is hers and not theirs . 32 
I The leader functiollS by using encouragement and 
praise . She mal;:es no attempt to imuose adult standards on 
lthem , but rather tries to brine out the children' s honest 
responses and exprennions . Her uorl;.: is made easier by the 
m1selfconsciousness of the group . 
3ven though adult standards are not imposed , this 
does not mean that the leader allows work to remain at a 
. 
constant low level . She continually seeks to improve their 
vTOrl;: , but her aimG lie ui thin the ability ranc;o of the children . 
She doec not impose her standards upon the children , but helps If 
32 Winifred l·lard , 22! ·' p . 270 . 
23 
tho e;roup develop their o1m standards and a conception of the 
l
·value of constructive criticism . 33 
Evaluation is constantly taking place . Using self 
criticism the children look at themselves througl1 their Olin 
are individual achievement and self improvement . 
The leader participates in the creative dramatic 
session by setting up the situation , enhancing a mood and en-
l couracing initial response. Occasionally she may , if she can 
do so unselfconsciously , she joins in ·with beginning activities 
such as leadinc a parade in order to relieve early tensions . 
At all times the leader participates, however , by 
helping and encouracinc, givinc verbal ::~raise, and aidinc 
children to think throuch thoucht processes and characteriza-
tions . She ta:::es her clues from the children rather than 
givinc clues to the children. To accomplish this she mal;:os 
c;ood use of the Socratic method . 11 ~Thy is Joe 1 s gallop so c;ood? 
What do you think makes him jump so high? 11 Such questions 
II 
start the croup thinking about their Olin lTOrk and ho-v; it could li 
be improved . The leader establishes the situation and environ-
ment u!1ich mal;:es creativity possible . 34 
33Richard Kraus , Plaz Acti vi tieo for Jo~rs and Girls, 
(New York , McGraw Hill Book Co. Inc . ) , p . 82 . 
34Andre1v-s , .2..:£ · cit ., p . 35 . 
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-Hughes Nenrns 1 comment in his bool: Orca ti ve Youth , 
sums up Hell , I believe , the function of the leader in the 
croHth and nurishmcnt of the creative spirit : 
If ue are able then , at the very first sic;ns to 
approve the richt thing , growth begins in the indivi-
dual ; and curiously others discover immediately w-hat 
sets us elders agog , and as approval is very precious 
to them and as they enjoy seeing us agogt:;inc , the 
imitative personality is soon set aside and for a 
- - - h 
moment , maybe , the shy conceated self steps out . )~ 
G. The Children 
Creative dramatics is drama by and for the children . 
If a leader ls to experience success in the field of creative 
dl~ama , she must firot kno1v- the interests and tastes of the 
children 1vi th vrhom she is to 1-Tork . Interests vary from child 
to child , of course . What deliGhts a city child Hould not 
necessarily be of any concern at all to a child from a farm. 
A ohy ladylilce little girl and a tomboy na;y- have entirely 
different tastes and attitudes . All this is, of course , true 
and the leader must consider environmental and personality 
1 differences 1'li thin her group ivhenever planninc a creative 
drama session . Fort1.ma tely , ho1·rever , children at various age 
ll levels do tend to behave in certain common "1-i'ays and to delight 
in the same general activities . 
The vlOrld of the five year old child is character -
ized by Gesell as being a "here and no1v 1vorld . He has a heal thy 
351-Iearns , Creative Youth , pp . 29 - 30 . 
I 
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-intolerance of too much magic and too much fairtale . 11 36 He is 
too busy discovering the real'world about him and finds it so 
interesting in its o~m right that he has no need for magic . 
his dramatic play he is still 11 being " a jet plane or a sub-
marine . His span of concentration is extremely limited, and 
he has no sense of time or of beginnings , middles or ends . 37 
He is something of a homebody . Nether is still the center of 
his world . His favorite form of play in kindergarten is a 
In 
natural , spontaneous dramatization of domestic situations . Five 
year olds are not unduly agressive or e.cq_uisitive , so they j 
usually play well together in simple group activities - except 
for an occasional disagreement over who is to be the mother or 
baby while playing "house 11 • 38 
The five year old likes lots of action toys that go - li 
trains , trucks , animals . He prefers stories of animals that 
like human beings or stories of occurrences in dally living . 
I He is intrigued by sound as 1-;ell as by action and rhythm and 
t • t • ~ h . 39 repe 1 10n CHarm 1m . Characters in stories presented to him 
II 
to Ten, 
,------------·----------------------- ----------------------------------36Arnold Gesell and Frances Ilg , The Child from Five 
(Nevl York , Harper and :3rCJthers) , p . o2. 
I 37ward , ...QI>. cit ., p . 97 . 
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38Gesell , ~ · cit ., p . 63 
39Ibid. , p . 82 
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should be like people he knows - teacher , bus driver or postman . 
His sense of humor is of the slapstick variety, and he is much 
amused i f chars.cters fall down , or if he hears a strange 
40 
sound . 
The s i x year old shares the interests of the five 
year ol d , but he also has an i ncreased ability to pretend and 
to express himself . Gesell notes that he learns "not by 
rate but by participation and a creative kind of self activa-
tion ." A trip to a farm may result in his attempt to recap -
ture the visit by build i ng a barn with blocks or re - enacting 
41 his experience through dramat ic play . He has a QUick capacitt 
to pretend . Girls lilce to play house and school , and boys play 
war games , cowboys or cops and robbers . The six year old 
continues to like animal stories , and many are also very fond 
of poetry . 42 
Gesell stresses the dramatic QUality of the six year 
old . It is · 11not an artificial stage - lilce make - believe but a II 
express and organize new experience through natural tendency to 
1 fran};: muscular reactions . n43 Gesell states : 
••• Dramatic self activation is at once a method 
of growth and of learning . It is a natural mechan-
ism whereby the child organized his feelings and 
40ward , QQ.. cit . , p . 98 
lJ-lGesell , £E. · cit ., p . 95 
42 
I oid., PP · 121- 122 . 
43 Ib . , 
_ 2:Q_.' p . 94 . 
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thinlcing . 44 
In contrast to the five and six year olds , seven and 
eight year olds are at the height of their belief in and 
I 
enjoyment of malce-believe . Stories told to them can be longer , 
1 
for their span of concentration has increased. 45 11 
Gesell notes in his study of the behavior of children I 
the high interest value dramatizing holds for some sevens and 
lmany eight year olds. This is the likely time for girls to put 
I 
on shows . Both girls and boys often attempt to impersonate 
characters they've seen in the movies . 46 Gesell records: 
Eight year old boys and girls are able to plan 
and present with spontaneous flov-; fairly complete 
dramatic renderings, historical and other'I1Tise . This 
dramatic interest has a double significance . It 
evidences two of the cardinal traits of the eight 
year old; evaluativeness and expressiveness. His 
ego has a new degree of flexibility; by impersona-
tion he can assume one role after another ~praising 
each in terms of how he would or ought to feel under 
the reg_uired circumstances . A less mature mind 
merely mimics without the evaluative inflection . 
Because he is by nature expansive, the eight year old 
lilces to :put on public shovTS and to embark on private 
imaginative expeditions; he is u~der a compulsion to 
spread himself into the culture. 7 
Seven and eight year olds like the traditional fairy 
I 
stories as 11 Sleeping Beauty '', 11 Sn01-1 \t.ai te 11 and 11 RU ... '11pelst:ll tskin. 1 
----------------------------------------·------------------------------------
44Ibid. , p. 95 . 
451-iard, ..2.1?. cit., pp. 101-102. 
46Gesell, op. cit ., p. 180. 
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47Ib~., pp. 163-164. 
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Nine and ten year olds are more realistic . They no 
longer like fairy stories and may say of them , "They ' re fan-
48 tastic ; they aren ' t true . 11 They are fond of animal stories 
but biographies , adventure and mysteries please them the most . 
They enjoy classics such as Tom Saw;y er~, Bamb_=b_ , and KiQ.g Arthur . 
Physical bravery is admired above moral courage, but 
nine and ten year olds are developing a moral sense , and they 
can always be appealed to through fairness . 
Girls play with dolls or paper dolls and use them to 
re - enact entire day ' s episodes such as taking their dolls to 
the doctor or store , and through fairly complex interpersonal 
situations . Boys spend their time at such games as coasting , 
I 
baseball , bicycling and ice skating ~ Girls also enjoy partici -
pating in many sports . 49 Boys and girls in this age group tend ~ 
to tease each other about the opposite sex . Each sex expresses I 
contempt for the other sex and maltes comments such as , "Boys 
are loathsome creatures . 11 They may sometimes refuse to sit 
next to members of the opposite sex preferring to congregate in 
unilateral groups . 5° 
Eleven and twelve year olds are also realists . They 
still like mystery and excitement in their stories , but are als' 
beginning to en j oy feel i ngs of idealism and traces of romanti -
-~--=-=---
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481_biq_. ' p . 206 . 
49 Ibid ., p . 205 . 
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cism. The twelve year old is often moved , too , by ceremonies 
a..nd rituals . They are capable of extended and concentrated 
effort if their interest is aroused . They have a lceen histori -
cal sense and clear concepts of time and space . They are , 
lhow·ever , at a transitional stage be t ween child and adult . 
Unless they have experienced creative drama activities at a 
younger age they may prove to be diffi cult to involve because 
of self consciousness . 51 Heroes and heroines presented to 
them should alw-ays be realistic , but they are pleased if the 
realities of life are placed in interesting even romantic 
settine;s . 52 
H. Plotless Material 
Creative dramatics makes use of many kinds of material 
to evoke creative response . Rhythmic movement to music , poetry , 
stunts , games and pantomines may all be used to advantae;e . 
!Young children , five and six year olds , have a short span of 
concentration and a negligible sense of structure , so that they 
are often not capable of developing a story into a play . 
Plotless material , all material other than stories adapted into 
play form, are therefore of great value with this age group . 
Older children often need plotless material , especially during 
early sessions , to free them from tensions and to develop a 
------------------------------------------·--------------------------
5l1vard , ..£1'. cit . , p . 104 . 
52 :sx·own, op. cit ., p . 42. 
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sense of rapport with the leader and with their group . 
Rhythmic response to music or other sounds serves to 
stimulate body reactions , relaxes tense muscles and appeals to 
t he emotions of the children . It is one of the best approaches 
to use 1vi th very young children and in early sessions 1vi th 11 
older boys and girls . Music can be provided by records , drums , 
piano or any other instrument . It is particularly helpful if 
the leader herself is a skilled pianis t or can secure the 
services of a pianist to work 1·1i th her . A pianist vri th the 
ability to improvise , and 1r1ho understands and likes children 
can do much towards setting a mood and can serve as accompanist 
for various rhythmic exerci ses . If a pianist is not available 
records offer another possibity . Chosen carefully to evoke a 
particular response , they can be a great aid to the creative 
dramatics leader . 53 
l·1usic can serve to set a mood before the session 
even begins . For example , if in the session the leader \>Tan ted 
to release and relax the children and start them off imagina-
tively , she might prepare a lesson plan based upon the idea of 
a parade . Using a recording of a march such as "I,1arch :Hili -
taire " by Schubert as the children enter , she sets the scene 
for the children ~ s own parade in ·which ballet dancers , cowboys , 
-----------------------· ---------------------------------------------------
53Burger , .2J2 · cit ., pp . 13- 16 . 
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majorettes , and a band are created . The music tends to inspir$ 
~nd promote a free rhythmic response . It makes the children fee 
~ike marching ! Suitably chosen music can help the children to 
!respond rhythmically . .A:ny musical instrument can be used . A 
!simple drv~ beat might suggest the dancing of Indians , the 
narching of troops or the sou..11.ds of thunder to the children . 
~hythm inspires movement and movement serves to release the 
child ' s body and free his imagination . 
Pantomines also serve as useful introductory material . 
l~hey may be used with any age group as long as the material is 
chosen carefully with a particular age group in mind . The 
~implest pantomines may be merely of a "follow the leader 
tvariety . 11 The leader , to encourage response , may start a 
~antomine such as milking a co1.v or wandering through a toy 
[actory. The children imitate the leader . The whole class may 
[larticipate at the s&'TI.e time . Such pantomines , of course , do I 
p.ot promote creativity , but they do serve to relax the children 
~nd help them to enjoy the session . Pantominic activities such 
~s this could be employed with the five , six , seven or eight 
lfear olds . At first , it is not necessary to be concerned with 
rhether the children are doing Hhat is right or best . The 
1Pirst step is to have the children do something so that a 
54Agnes Haaga and Patricia Randles , Supplementar~ 
qaterials for Use in Creative Dramatics Uith Younger Children , 
(Seattle , University of ~vashington) , p . 37 . 
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creative response can soon be initiated . 55 
IYiany other group pantomines such as going to the 
beach to collect shells , helping mother at home or going to 
the park are listed by age groupings in Appendix I . 
As soon as possible , it is important to start stim-
ulating a sense of constructive criticism . To achieve this, 
half of a class may participate in a pantomine I'Thile the other 
half of the class 1vatches and discusses w·hat they have seen. 
l ~nphasis on the need to observe and criticize constructively 
can thus be established . 
I Pantomine is often used vli th rhythmic response for 
two or three meetings before any type of play form is intro -
duced . The exact number of meetings devoted to activities of 
this kind is determined by the behavior of the group. ~fuen 
the children are moving freely , concentrating , and using their 
imaginations well it is time to move on to materials 1vhich 
I require 56 vocal as well as physical response . 
Rhythmic verse which is strong in character, feeling , 
and action is another useful type of plotless material for 
creative drama . It provides a challenge to the imagination . 
Through rhytr.!l11ic verse the leader may succeed in reaching the 
child ' s mind and stirring his imagination . Verse may be used 
as the basis of many sessions vrith the very young child , or it 
55yJaus , ..£1? . cit . , pp . 178 - 180 . 
56:sure_;er , _£1) · c:tt ., pp . 23 - 25 . 
may serve as a transition tool from pantomine to the presenta-
57 tion of a story . 
Five and six year olds are particularly responsive 
I to nursery rhymes . Children may respond with body movements 
to the rhyme , may act out favorite sections , or may recreate 
the entire stor y . Nursery rhyme favorites of the younger 
children include 11 Li ttle £-Uss Muffet, 11 11 Li ttle Boy 3lue , 11 
and Jill , 11 11 J:1istress lv1ary 11 and "Little Bo Peep. 11 58 
"Jack I 
Poetry may be chosen which will evoke the mood of 
1 the season such as "Jack Frost " shared on a cold \"linter day , 
or it may be chosen to express a particular idea or theme 
I 
the children lilce . Poems suitable for creative dramatics use 
and listed by subject matter can be found in Appendix II . 
Stunts and games are other useful devices to encour-
age spontaneity and naturalness . They are particularly helpful 
l vlhen used to promote interest in creative drama vJ'i th the nine , 
direct discourse vvhenever possible . 
- - --
.,..... _ "',._ 
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.Another stunt which is useful 1-li th older boys and II 
girls is a prop play . Children are given an envelope containing 
three or four dive-rse objects, vThich they are asked to blend 
into a playlet . .An example is the propplay created by children 
given a rubber dagger , a shovel and a lantern : 
T1vo pirates land on a sandy shore at night . l]l 
I'Ti th a shovel , they dig a hole to bury a treasure 
chest. One pirate then tried to stab the other with 
the dagger to lceep the treasure for himself . They 
fight. A lantern suddenly shines on them ag§ the 
shore patrol rushes up to arrest them both . 
Three useful exercises or stunts which appeal to 
young children five , six or even seven years old are given in 
Gladys Andre1vs helpful book Creative Rhythmic Iciovement for 
Children . Miss ~1drews suggests that these exercises be used 
I early in worlcing with young children because they are helpful 
for basic relaxation and release . Children are delighted to 
participate when the leader tells them about : 
Raggedy Ann and Andy 
Poor old Raggedy Ann just couldn ' t hold up her 
head any longer and it went flop, flop , flop , flop . 
And poor old Lndy couldn ' t hold up his shoulders 
and they went flop , flop, flop. Then poor old 
Ragc;edy Ann caved in at the hips and they -v1ent flop, 
flop , flop . Pretty soon Raggeqy Andy ' s knees gave 
way and they 1·1ent flop, f. lop , flop , flop . And then 
1 
poor old Ragg;edy ~n ' s an~les began to viobble and they 
went flop , f..Lop , I lop . Tnen poor old Raggedy ll...nn and 
poor old Raggedy Andy (and poor old first grade) just 
couldn ' t stand up any longer and so they all went 
F- L- 0- P (onto the floor .) 
1'------------------------------------------------------------------------
59Kraus , op . cit ., pp . 181-182 . 
Clothes on the Line 
I am a coat haneing on the line . There are 
t-vw clothespins holding me up . The w·ind 1s blowing 
and it blow·s and blow·s , and blow·s , and it tugs at 
the clo thespins . All of a sudden one of my clothes -
pins falls out (and one of my arms falls down ) and 
there I am ; left v-lith just one clothespin. The uind 
blows , and blows , and blows some more until all of a 
sudden it pulls the other clothespin out and then 
the vlind blo·ws me right down to the ground . 
1
, 
Ice Cream Cones I 
I am a bi g , big , big ice cream co:r:e - strawberry •j 
I t is a very , very hot day . I begin to melt . And 
I melt and melt and melt and , of course , that makes 
me grow smaller and smaller and smaller and finally 
I just melt away into a little grease spot on the 
floor . 
Exercises such as Hiss .. 4-ndrews describes promote 
the greatest participation \'Then they are first told to the 
60 
children and then repeated w·hile the children act them out . 
I. The Story 
Not every story is suitable for use in the creative 
drama class , and it is the job of the leader to choose the 
right story for her particular group . First, the story chosen 
must be suited to the age and interests of the children in-
vol ved . In his boo:· Flt;;~cti vi ties for J3'22{s and Girls 
Richard Kraus .::;ives this advice : 
It should be based on interests and tastes of 
the grotJ.p and should tal~:e into accou11t their back-
grov.nd , temperament , and experience , 1-vhere possible , 
------------·------~-~----------- ------
60 
.A.ndrew·s , .21?.· cit ., p . 153 . 
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it is a good idea to 'r.ey it to seas onal or topical 
themes . This does not necessarily mean that it need 
be dra-rm from their immediate experience , since 
this 1vould rule out fantasy , ~1venture in other lands 
or ages as thematic material . 
The leader should !moH the ;eneral interest of the particular 
age gl~oup 1'li th w-hich she is vwr:cinc; , and supplement that -;;Ji th 
any l:nov-Jledge she may have of personal , individual interests . 
Children from the city may or may not delight in a story of 
farm children . It is up to the leader , on the basis of her 
experience with the children to determine +' • vlllS • 
The story chosen must also have a definite literary 
value . It must contain a worthy central idea or motive , or 
ethical truth , or show an aspect of life . If a story is chosen 
for its entertainment value it should also contribute something 
else of value to the children such as helping to cultivate 
t , . . ~ 1 62 ne1r s1ns e OI m.:unor . 
~vinifred \'lard notes in her book ?la,.YE-akinJ;;;_..Jittll:. 
Children that poetic justice is an important element in 
stories chosen for children . 
Ideal or poetic justice should characterize 
the stories vle choose for younger children . This 
alone does not mal-ce them w·orthy (cheap literature~ 
has this) btlt poetic justice sets standards for 
children of what most of us believe is69-dmirable as vJell as i"ihat ue believe is despicable . :J 
---·----------·--------------------
61Kraus , ~· 
62-:r d \1ar , . ~· 
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-Richard Kraus agrees that children 1 s stories should contain an 
element of justice , a sens e of right and ~rrong : 
lcJ:ost dramatic leaders agree that a story should 
contain a real mental challenge , a messa~e of social 
value and a socially desireable moral , although 
propaganda is ce1:Eainly not a major purpose of the 
play experience . 0 
Other literary values iovhich should be present in a story for 
c!1ildren 1 s drama are a definite climax , preceeded by a succes-
sion of incidents clearly defined , a q_uick: and satisfying ending , 
and characters 1-vhich seem real ivhether they are supernatural or 
human . J:Iain charactel~s should be well rounded even thoush ·ninor 
charac·ters are often presented as types . 65 Richard Kraus says 
of the characters in the stories : 
The character involved should be individualized 
enough to allow for variety in their portrayal and 
should have a semg5ance of reality even if they are 
based on fantasy . 
A story must also be chosen for its suitability for 
dramatization . Dialogue in the story should give the impression 
of natural conversation . The story must contain action to be 
playable . Stories noted for their beautiful or intricate 
language are usually not suitable . Characters in the stories 
must not be too much like the children 1-vho l·rould play them . 
Such closeness to the children provides good identification for 1 
---------------------------------------·---.-----------------------------------
64I<:ra.ulil , 2..1? · c~ ., p . 183 . 
65r.r d . t 92 11ar , op . cl ., p •• 
66Kraus , ..£1? · cit ., p . 183 . 
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reading , but is poor characterization for playins . The children 
don 1 t cet far enough a-vmy from their o-vm personalities to free I 
II themselves from self consciousness . Kraus describes a su:i table 
story in these uords : 
The story should not be too talky but should 
contain interesting action which can be readily 
shom1 . Ideally , it should contain a basic conflic ~ 
·which ma~ces for suspense and interest . It is help -
ful , if it i s keyed to a single major theme vThich 
c;ives it artistic u.nity and direction , although there 
may be subplots or threads of action , of course . 
The plot g~o~ld not be overlong , complicated or 
rambling . 
Uinifred 1·iard sums up the requirements for a story sui table for 
creative dramatics when she advises a leader to look for a story. 
that is : 
l . Suited to the age and likes of the children . 
2 . ChallenginG but not too difficult . 
3 . 1-lorthy of the time spent . 68 4 . Juitable to be dramatized . 
The introduction of a story to a sroup of children 
should make the children eager to hear it . Tl1e leader must 
think through poss i ble approaches and choose the one she feels 
1 will be the most appealing to them . The best approach is the 
I 
1 one that is closest to their o-vm experience and that 1vill lead 
I 
1 their attention directly to the heart of the story . Uinifred 
:~rd ma~es several suggestions of uossible approaches . 
67 _b ' d 
.:h..l·' p . 183 • 
68~rard , 2.£ · cit ., p . 89 . 
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l . Consider the season . A storm outside may present 
the best introduction to a story in ·which the elements play a 
part . 
2 . Discuss actual experiences of the children . Re -
1 
calling a circus which has recently been to to·wn is a loGical 
1 lin~c to a circus or animal story . 
3 . Use a material object . An object l"lhich appears 
in the story such as a chest , an Indian headress or a magic 
vTand may stimulate interest . 
4 . ?-fake use of a current happening . The coronation 
of a QUeen may introduce a story of royalty , the feat of an 
astronaut may introduce a story of flight or adventure . 
5. Use a musical background . A stirring piece of 
music on the piano or on a record may set the proper mood . 69 
II 
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I Care must be talcen to avoid long introductions which cause 1 
the children to lose interest or introductions 1ivhich lead 
children 1 s minds away from the subject of the story . Too 
seneral a QUestion as 11 Who has pets at home?n , used to intro-
1 duce a story about dogs can only cause chaos . The individual 
response to such a QUestion would produce disunity and not 
unit;y- . 70 
- ~--------·--------·-------------------------------------------------
69ward , op . 
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Oaref-J.l preparation must be taken if tho story is to 
be p:resented v-.rell . In her book Crea ti V.2_J2_~mg._tic..e for Childr§:n 
Frances Durland gives six steps in the preparation of a story . 
These steps are : 
1 . 
2 . 
a tmo s:pl1ere . 
7, 
-· . 4 . 
s. 
6. 
not raemorize 
Memorize the skeleton of the story . 
Make it a personal experience - catch the 
~-Iave each pictui·e in it clearl~- visualized. 
Homorize tho sequence of the scenes . 
Avoid hositanc; and self interruption . 
Keep the literary style of the author , but do 
the mo.terial . 71 
Jeanette Perl:ins :Bro-vv-11 , in her 7ery useful booJc The 3-~_££.J(cel1-e:r.. 
paring a story to share with children . She sucsests : 
l. :Secome thoroughly familiar Hi tl1 it . 1!-,ind Jchc 
clima::;: and the events lead inc up to it . Read the stol~;y- ac:;2.L1 
to notice the beginninG and end . 
2 . Visualize your characters . vfilat do the;;r loolc 
lD:e? lV1'1at are their names , their tralts? ::::;von thouc:;i.1 you 
may not descrlbe them they must be clear ln your alnd . 3ea 
t:wm ~n one scene after another . 
3. ~-1ake an outline Hri tine; out : 
a . the :introduction - names , settin3 , situatlon -
lndicate the hope or the problecr . 
b . the action - sequence of events which cllOi·i 
procrGcs ~~d obstacles . 
-·---~~-----~------···----------------~-
71Frances Oalduell Durland , Creative Dramatics for I 
Childrg_r.!, , (Yellou Springs , Ohio:-;'G1t-:i"''Cf:LFr-ess ,-195 ) 
p . 32 . 
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-c . the climax - being sure it anslrers anticipation 
aroused . 
d . the conclusion - being sure it winds everything 
up QUickly and satisfyi~gly . 
4 . Tell the story to yourself to see if you have I 
l forcotten an item . Go back to the book and refresh your memory . 
Do not memorize the story . 
5 . Tell the story again to an audience if possible . 
Add details and conversation for the particular audience . 72 
It is generally agreed that it is much bett er to tell I 
a story than to read it to children . J eanette Bro1m stresses 
that telling it prevents the hindrance of a book between the 
storyteller and her audience . Rapport can be established 
th l -'- ll • 1 • h • t • bl h d • 7 3 -T • • f d rouc1 ~e 1ng WllC ls no possl e w en rea lng . Wllll re 
;-rard also recommends telling the story for the direct contact 
11 it provides l.vi th the children . ~Iiss Uard cautions , however , 
that a poor job of telling a story may produce worse results 
I than reading it . 74 Jeanette Bro1m 11arns of some of the errors 
to avoid in telling a story to children : 
l . Hake su::ce be.:;innings are not too long . The 
bec;inning should not be longer than a sentence or two , but it 
--------------------------------,----------------~----------------------
72 Bro-vm , CULt cit ,, pp . 53 - 56 . 
73 Ibid . , p . 61 . 
74liard , .Q.Q · cit ., p . 117 . 
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must introduce the leading character, put him in t~1e proper set -
ting and a-vraken curiosity about his probl'em . ~x~-11nples are: 
I a . Once the North vlind and the Sun had a q_uarrel 
about w·hich was stronger . 
b. There \"laS once a princeGG named I-Iaric;old vlho I 
had never seen the light of day . 
c . Of course you know that dragons vTere once as 
common as motor omnibuses are 1101oi ' and almost 
as dangerous . I 
2 . Avoid a story 1li thin a story e.pproach . It is 
seldom as gripping as a story told directly , and it often 
produces confusion. 
3 . Avoid vJealc climaxes. If the climax is -vreak the 
plot is weak . It carries the message point of the story . If 
I this is not apparent in the cliBax either the story is a poor 
one or has been poorly prepared . 
4 . Jl.1ake sure the ending is brief . LOll[ endings bore 
children. After the climax has been reached only a sentence or I 
tv10 is needed to leave the children ' s minds a t rest. Examples 
are : 
a . Then the Prince and the Sleep i:i.1g Beauty -v;ere 
married 1vi th all splendor and the;y lived 
happily all their lives . 
b . And to this day no giant has ever been seen 
tnere . 75 
-75Bro'im , 
..£J2. cit. , pp . 17- 2.) . 
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To tell a story successfully after careful preparation 
I 
I 
has been mad~ the comfort of both the storyteller and the 
audience should be assured . All children should be able to 
see the face of the storyteller easily so that no craning of 
I necks is necessary . The ventilation and light in the room 
should promote comfort . Mastery of the story should give the 
leader a sense of ease 1-1hich is communicated to the audience . 
The manner of the storyteller shov.ld be intimate 
and conversational . natural gestures are permissible . If 
cestures are overdone , however , they come between the story-
teller and the audience . A desire to make the stor;;r dramatic 
might indicate a highlighting of the storyteller ' s ceo and not 
the story . 
The storyteller ' s voice should be naturally pro-
jected . Variety in tone should be sought after . Children 
loathe monotony . Honeyed accents should be avoided . Sounds 
such as wind , train whistles , and animal noises should be 
imitated in stories for young children . The voice should be 
chanced in direct discourse to suit the character and age of 
I the person speakinc; . 76 
·l Timing is best learned by experience . :Sach story 
calls for a timinc; of its o-vm . The lively rh;y-thm of ''Ginger -
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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bread Han 11 differs from the stately grace of nsl eeping 3eau ty . 11 
The use of good taste and sensitivity are the best guides to 
correct timing . 77 
Jeanette Perkins Bro-vm adds these w·ords of advice to 
the leader : 
l . Look at the audience. Speak directly and 
avoid loolcin:3 over heads . Avoid loolcing at one 
member of the audience . Take in the 1-vhole audience . 
r 
2 . Tell thCLstory creativelv . The storyteller 
must provide the sights , sounds and actions of drama . I 
:Every scene must be clear and vivid . 
3 . Make characters come alive . They won ' t 
come to life by your Ii1erely telline:; us . vie must see 
the person in action - hear him upeak . 
4 . Keen lOUr characters moving . Let them 
describe themselves . Depend more on verbs than on 
adjectives- direct discourse • • Usc action verbs . It 
is the movement in verbs that makes characters come 
alive . 11 Her eyes blazed . E:is fists ti;-;htened. Her 
dimples tvTinkled. His steps lagp;ed . Her gaze 
wandered . •- w--
5. Make scenes vivid . The story must supply 
the atmosphere . Try to find vwrds 11hich \·;ill irrmed-
iately cnnjure up settings and give the desired 
impression . A hot day - make the audience feel it -
(torrid breeze) - taste it in the dry dust - hear it 
in the midsummer buzzinc of insects - smell it in 
the heavy scents from the garden . Sense appeal is 
very important . 78 
I r:Iiss 3rom1 stresses tw·o dox:t ' s . If a point is forgotten it 
should not be brouc;ht in by sayin::; noh , I forsot to soy . 11 
I! 
II 
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Such words only confuse and lose the audience . An itcn should 
be brouc;ht in naturally lihen it fits best. The second don ' t 
is 11 Don ' t tack on a moral . 11 The story should spe'l.~~ for i tsclf T9 
I 
Of u.tmost importance to the telling of a story is the 
storyteller ' s respect for the boys and ;irls . They should 
never be talked dom1 to . 'l'he sincerity of t21e 2 co.dcl~ .·1-crlcl 
be 2pparcnt to t~em at all timcs . 80 
J. The ?laying 
Geraldine Siks states that , "Action :follo1-vs interest . 11 
If the story was well chosen and well told the children should 
be interested and should I<'Tant to play it. The leader should 
follow up her storytellinc; by as~ing questions of the ~roup. 
1H th a i)e;inni '1:::; .;rotlp , Gcro..ldine Siks su:::;..:.;ests as~:in; the 
.._;ro·J.p dj_rcctly , ":vould ~/OU like to pla,,r th;.~ story? 11 or "she.ll 
1ve make the st017 into a play? 11 If the c;ro·tJ.p lS c:-.:)erienc.::d 
the response shoul:l occ· .. 1r spontaneously . 81 
1•/inifred TJard suc:::;ests that if in introducin; the 
story the leader as::ed them to loolc for a pal~ticular aspect of 
the story or character, the leader should be:::;in from t~ere. 
Thl~ou~:;h a questionin:::; techniqv.e the leader cou2.d find out w-hat 
the children observed . Ot~1en-rise the question , 11 Do you li\:e 
---------------------·---·-·---·------
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the otory? 11 , could be put to the childreu . " ~Tould it um:;;:e a 
'o2 ~;ood play? 11 0 
If the children ' s direct response to the story bhould 
be a spontaneous outcr~r of deli.c.;ht and they s'rlO"i.).ld say , "Tell 
it asain , tell it again!", a natural response for the leader 
could be so~ethin~ like this : 
All ric;ht . He 1 11 all tell it . ]ho can thinl;: 
of a 1r;av even finer , a 1·1ay ive can see as Hell as hear 
i t?83 " 
By guiding the discussion the leader should be able to en-
courase the children to come eventually to the idea of creating 
a play out of the story . 
Winifred Ward su~cests another approach . The leader 
could leave discussions of drama or plays until later and 
plunge directly into a clisc1.1ssion of the story . As al1-ra;ys , 1 
the leader promotes discussion t~1rough a questioning tech-
nique . Hhat did you think of the hero ? Did you feel S3TI:lp8. th-
etic towards him? If the L1.terest of the children has been 
aroused , discussion should start with very little promptinG by 
I the leader . If the leader discovers apathy or boredom is the 
response to the story , she should probably realize she has not 
chosen wisely or has not captured t~e children ' s imacination 
by her storytollint; . An adaptable leader vTO'-lld have ready 
_________________ , _________________________________________________ _______ 
n-. 
0.) Lease and SH:s , op . cit ., p . 109 . 
l.J.,_, 
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other activities; pantomines, games or exercises which she could 
substitute and prepare another story for the next meeting . Thejl 
children should enjoy what they do . Otherwise , playing probabl 
would be neither spontaneous nor sincere. 84 ~ 
After the children have expressed interest in creating 
a play, the order of planning remains flexible. The leader 
should be guided by the desires and abilities of the children . 
Children of five and six , for instance , are not capable of 
planning successive scenes or structuring a story into a play 
1 with a beginning , middle and end . They should be allo11ved to 
play their favorite scene or even a trivial incident over and 
over . They delight in the repetition and each child likes to 
repeat another 1 s a c tions . As soon as the children are old 
enough , usually age seven , the leader should guide them into a 
search for form . 85 
Opportunity should be given for all children who 
wish , to discuss the story or characters generally . They may 
speak of their favorite characters , or the part they liked 
1 best . Ideas , laughter and conversation should be shared, by 
the leader and the group. 
II When the group has finished discussing the story and 
the characters generally! the leader should start the actual 
84
-vvard , 2J2...· cit ., p . 129 . 
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planning of the play . She may ask , 11 How shall we becin? 11 1 
"What will make the best opening? " The leader seeks responses 
from many of the children even if the first idea given was an 
I 
"Fine, i 
i 
II excellent one . Everyone should be encouraged to think . 
That 1 s one c;ood ·way . 11 11 Ho1v , v1ho has another good one?" The I 
leader should be constantly on the alert and often restates I ~ the question or the answer so that everyone can hear and has an j 
opportlLnity to respond. A good method of selectin; the best 
idea is to give the children a chance to vote. "Allvays make 
the children feel that the play is entirely of their own 
making ,"86 advises Geraldine Siks . 
Winifred Uard suggests that after decid1ns upon an 
opening scene , the leader guide the children to1vard planninc 
the other scenes leading to a climax . Some details will of 
necessity have to be omitted . It is not necessary in creative 
drama to play every situation since the playing is for the 
children ' s sakes and not for an audience . 87 Geraldine Siks 
I again sugbests that a questioning technique be used . 
I 
88 you want to see next? 11 
11 1'/hat do 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
II 
1: 
I! II 
I' 
The leader should encourage the children to follow I 
the general outline of the story . The children should be 1: 
I, 
86 Ibid _, p . 109. 
87 'tlard , 
.£:£ · cit ., 
88Lease and Siks , 
pp . 132 - 133 • 
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8q '1~1 creative without distorting the original . J "But it is per-
1
missible and desireable to add incidents or character in harmon~1 
1vi th the story . n90 No radical changes , ho1-vever , should be made . 
An exception to this policy of not radically changing I! 
a story is made when working with very young children, the five 
and six year olds . They use Mother Goose and other classical II 
rhymes and stories as vehicles for freeing the imagination . 1 
They should be allowed to create freely without tl1e restrictions 
form or structure . 91 
Children tend to become bogged down with details and 
to lose sight of the whole . The leader should encourage broad 
'
general action seq_uence and promote de c isions on where the first 
act will begin and end , the second act , and the final act . 
Specific decisions regarding scenes should be made when the 
children are working on the particular scene . 
After a tentative plan of action has been decided on 
the leader tm~ns the discussion back to the characters. It is 
ifar easier , when working with children in creative drama to give 
them ideas of -v;hat the characters are like . The leader should 
lbe conscious of her role as a guide and not as a director , 
however , and should refrain from s iving out ideas . She should 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
89rbid ., p . 111 . 
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again suide by asking questions. These questions should enlargJ 
the ideas of the children by arousing interest in different 
:points of view· . Questions such as , who has an idea 1..;rhat Sno1..;r 
1fui te looks like , or ho1·1 old is Snow· lfui te, may be asked . How· 
does she feel tov-1ards the ueen '? Hovl does the Queen feel 
I touards her '? Do you agree with Joannie? How· do ;you thin~c she 
lod>ks?92 
After a basically good understanding of a character 
has been reached by the croup , Winifred Ward su;sests that the 
discussion be broken up by 11 trying on the characters ." This 
means pantominins the character engased in so~e action.93 
The pantominins may be done by the whole group and the leader • 
could participate if she felt it would help forstal1 3elf- I 
cons cio'_lsne;::;s . C erald ine Si 'cs also suggests the use of 
pantominc at this point . She ur:es the introduction of 
sie;nals; '' ready", "bee; in " and 11 stop ". The leader encoura::;es 
the pantominins by _;ivinc; praise . 11 \i'hat a fine Snov-1 I'Jl1ite ! 11 
I sa,., co :oan;y ::;ood ones ." ~:ext , the leo.der m8y divide the 
sroup and have one half act as audience 1..;rhile the other half 
I! 
II 
II 
II 
:panto~ines . lilien the leader thinks a child 2s ready she mPy li 
call upon him to :pantomine alone . After panto~ininz of the 
f~rst character is completed , the leader retur~s t~e Droup to a 
!! __ , ______________________________________ _ 
92Lease and Siks , ~· cit ., p . lll . 
93\vard , Q.Q.. c j_ t . , p . 130. 
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discussion of the other characters. 11 \Ihat other charscters do 
I'Te need? 11 Each character should be worked on in pantomine 
before a scene is played . 
The leader should help the children to visualize the 
I 
set tine; of a scene . vn1a t do 'de need on stage to help us tell 
our story? 1·n1at entrances and exits ? What furniture? A sett -
1
, 
ing is needed only as it furthers the action of the play . 94 1~ 
The leader should remember the values of111 simplici ty 11 in I' 
creative drama . 95 
Cast members are chosen from those who volunteer . 
The leader never presses the unwilling or the shy. It would 
result in a loss of freedom and fun. Geraldine Siks reminds 
!leaders that casts are chosen because of what the role can do 
for the chil d , not for Hhat the child can do for the role . 
For the first cast, however , it is wise to choose 
children with the ability to at least carry a scene through 
with moderate success . In subsequent playings the able and 
less able may be mixed so that the more imaginative will carry 
along the less gifted . 96 The leader stresses the importance 
of each character ' s contribution to the feeling of teamwork . 
She may- encourage volunteers by questions such as , "if:.1o feels 
----·---·-··------- -·-·-------------~-·------------
94Lease and Siks , op . cit ., pp . ll~ -113 . 
95slade , £E · cit ., p . 40 . 
96ward , op . cit ., p . 134. 
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Grumpy today? 1ve need a mean old Grumpy? u97 
The leader must constant ly be on the loolcout ~or 
children l·rho tend to dominate the playing . She should 1-ratch 
for the raised hands or the ea~er eyes of the shyer children. 
About the middle of the period the leader should inquire , Hho 
hasn ' t had a chance to play yet? Timid children are likely 
to choose small roles until success given them more confidence . 
To insure feelings of success the shy child ' s slj,ghtest attempt ~~ 
at characterization should be praised . Praise from the leader 
is beneficial , but praise from the child ' s contemporaries is 
even better . 
Each small part of a scene , if necessary , should be 
played separately before putting a whole scene together . Too 
lone a scene played all at one time , is apt to confuse the 
cast . 98 
It is also considered advisable to play several 
short stories or scenes with varied characters before trying 
longer ones . The story should be worked on as long as the 
children are rccei ving value from it . vlhenever children lose 
!interest in a particular story the leader should stop working 
on it and choose another one . 99 
- - ·---
97Lease and Siks , 2J2..· £it .' p . 115 . 
98\,Tard , 9J:. · cit ., pp . 134-135 . 
99Ibid ., p . 139 . 
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Before playing a scene the l eader sho~ld review for 
the children the sequence of action . So that the children 
know· e:mctly \'That to do , she should limit the sce11e . 11 ~te ' re 
c;oin.:; to play Snow· llhi te enterine; the house up to the point 
100 l·ihere the dwarfs enter . In order to insure clean cut 
scenes the leader might use vocal signals such as places , in 
101 
character , besin , cut or end . 
The leader should never interrupt a scene and should 
insist that the cast remain in character and carry the scene 
throuch to the stopping point . At the end of a playinG sequenc~ 
the cast members should taice their places vTi th the rest of the i 
croup . 
If a cast should prove to be too fearful to carry a 
scene through at all , the leader should realize that the 
children are not ready to play and should return the sroup to 
discussion and pantomine . Children need to undcrstal1d be£'ore 
102 they are free enough to play . 
After each playing there should al-v;ays be a period 
of evaluation. The children 1-rho made up the audience should 
be required to sucgest somethins to make the scone better . 
100Lease and Siks , op. ci t., p . 116 . 
101\'Tard, 
.9.E· ci~., p . 135 . 
102Lease and SiLs , op . cit ., p . 117. 
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Evaluation is vitally important to creative drama. Without it 
playing will always remain on a low level. As Geraldine Siks 
says: 
Evaluation is vitally important in the process of 
creative drama, for only by learning to evaluate 
their efforts fairly will children be able to get 
fine and worthy results in the plays they create.l03 
Positive exclamations from the leader as soon as the scene is 
over sets the mood for comments and leads the children to 
evaluate their playing. Sincere praise is the best method of 
giving children confidence in their abilities and directing 
them to seek always the best. The leader questions, 11Who made 
the scene so f1ne? 11 11Why was it interesting?n Constructive 
comments should al~ays be given first. 104 .. 
If children do not see at first what will improve the 
scene, it is up to the leader to supplement discussion with a 
leading question. Winifred Ward offers these suggestions for 
evaluations: 
1. Story-Was it clear? If we didn't know the story 
would it be clear to us? If not completely clear 
what child could have given a needed explanation 
and how? 
2. Characterization - Did characters seem realt Did 
they stay in character from the beginning to the 
end? 
: 
I 
I 
! 
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3. Dialogue - Did it seem to belong to the charac- 1. 
ters? Did it make the story move? 1 
4. Action and Grouping - Were there awkward places? 
If there were no words could we have understood 
through the actions? 
5. Climax - Was it important enough? 
6. Teamwork - Did they listen to each other? 
7. Timing - Was it too fast or slow? 
8. Voice and Diction - Could everyone be heard?105 
Lease and Siks give similar suggestions to guide the leader in 
evaluation periods. 
1. Characterization - Were characters in our plays 
thinking and feeling like characters in the story? 
Were they believable? How did they make you 
believe them? Did the characters react to each 
other? 
I 
2. Action - Was the play interesting to watch? If 
we hadn't used words would the play have been 
clear? Could you have told what was happening if 
you didn't know the story? Did the story keep 
moving? How could we have helped it move faster? 
II 
3. 
4. 
5. 
~- Was it exciting or too ordinary? Did it 
~the story? Did we make use of the whole 
area or did we crowd our characters? 
Dialogue - Did dialogue help move the story or did 
we say unnecessary things? Did dialogue seem to 
stop sometime? Did you notice any particularly 
good speaking?· 
Cooperation - Did all work together? How did the 
audience help? Did any ~, character call attention 
:~ ~~s~!;t~afggr than helping the play? Did we 
105ward, ~· £11., pp. 137-138. 
106Lease and Siks, ~· £11., pp. 118-119. 
-~ 
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Whether the leader makes use of all of these points or not 
depends upon the age of the children.107 Criticism remains 
impersonal. This can be accomplished by referring to the child 
by the character's name. Criticisms should be given in two 
parts. The first part praises and the second offers a critical 
evaluation. Snow lihite was excellent at first, but did she 
remain in character? The leader should never be too easily 
satisfied or the children will be content to play on the same 
level continually. As long as the children are interested the 
108 leader should continue to work on improving a scene. 
107ward., ~· £11., p. 138. 
108Lease and Siks, ~· £!!., p. 118. 
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II. PRACTICAL WORK IN LEADING CREATIVE DRAMA 
A. Background 
As a Sunday School teacher in my church, the Church 
of Christ in Burlington, Massachusetts, I had been presented 
with the possibility of using creative drama as a tool to 
increase the children's understanding of the Sunday School 
lesson. The material used in our Sunday School, prepared by 
the United Church of Christ and published by Pilgrim Press, 
Boston, Massachusetts, occassionally advised the teacher to 
assist the children 1n acting out informally events in the 
stories presented. Use of informal dramatics or creative 
drama was encouraged by our Pilgrim Press material for the 
primary department, grades one, two and three and the junior 
department, grades four, five and six. Only one of the 
teachers .· had made use of the suggestion in the teacher 1 s 
manual to use creative drama. This teacher, a former kinder-
garten teacher, had tried, unsuccessfully. She told me that 
she "just didn't know where to start", and the "she just 
couldn't get the children interested in the idea". I had 
never attempted to use creative drama with my fourth grade 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
li 
class of ten boys and three girls because I felt that time - ! 
forty-five minutes once a week, and space - a room twelve feet 
by fifteen feet containing a table and fourteen chairs, i n-
hibited dramatic work. During the forty-five minute period 
F~=*====~~-===~==========~- -----
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teachers were expected to greet all children, take attendance, 
inquire after absent members, check on lesson preparation, make 
announcements, take care of discipline problems and encourage 
memorization of a Bible verse. The actual time to conduct the 
lesson was reduced to twenty or twenty-~ive minutes. I had 1~ 
always doubted the usefulness of attempting creative drama under 
such a situation. 
I The two 'lieek Vacation Church School held by my ! 
church each summer gave me an opportunity to try a practical [ 
experiment in creative drama. My minister, the Reverend Robert 
Scott, interested in trying new teaching techniques in our church 
school gave me a fre_e hand in establishing a creative dramatics 
lgroup even though I was an inexperienced leader. I was able to 
set up my own sessions, choose my own material and establish 
the time for each session. This made it possible for me to 
carry out my research project during July of 1961. 
In this project I hoped to discover if ther e was a 
place for creative drama in the church school curriculum. Were 
the religious educators correct i~ assuming that untrained 
people, volunteer workers, could make use of creative drama in 
the crowded classroom? I had a two week period in which to II 
use creative drama. I have had some training and experience as 
a teacher and background knowledge of creative dramatics i 
techniques. The teachers in our Sunday School are willing and I 
eager, but almost entirely 'untrained as teachers. Very few had 
even heard of creative drama before reading about it in their 
--· 
-- -
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manual. I realized, of course, that I had many advantages over 
the average Sunday School teacher, but I hoped through my 
experiment to determine whether creative drama techniques could 
be taught to these volunteers and whether it was at all practi-
cal to use it in the regular Sunday School class. There were 
approximately fifty children, ranging in age from five to 
thirteen, registered in the summer church school. The two 
week limitation in time would impose restrictions on what I 
could accomplish, but would not be as restrictive as the weekly 
forty-five brief minutes in which the regular Sunday school 
teacher must work. I centered my attention on two age groups, 
the primary department and the junior department as they are 
the departments in which creative drama's use is suggested. 
I chose a group of the youngest children aged five and 
six, and a group from the junior department, aged ten and eleven. 
The two groups would allow me, I hoped to see some of the 
differences involved in using creative drama in the two depart-
ments. 
The younger children were not told what they would be 
doing when they came to me. As their whole morning, from 9:00 
A.M. to 12:00 noon was scheduled for them, I did not feel it 
necessary to make an exception with the creative dramatics 
session. 
The older group were advised that they could choose 
either a game session or a creative dramatic session at the same 
---
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hour. Unfamiliar with creative drama, but pleased by the term 
"dramatics" ten - ten and eleven year olds, all girls, chose 
to come into my group. Five boys chose to play games at this 
hour instead. 
I realized that two weeks was a very short time in 
which to build up a relationship with the children in which 
creativity could even begin to flourish, but I determined to 
make the most of the opportunity presented to me. I decided 
that three sessions the first week, and two the second week 
with each group would be the best arrangement. Daily meetings 
were difficult to fit into the children's crowded schedule, 
li 
and 1'iOuld also make creative drama seem too commonplace, an !, 
everyday experience. I therefore met each group on Monday, I 
Wednesday and Friday of the first week, and Monday and Wednesday 
of the second week. The final Friday was unsuitable as parents 
were invited to attend the session. 
I set up a schedule of forty-five minutes per meeting 
with the older group. This timewas chosen because it was the 
same amount of time given to the Sunday School teacher for a 
class period. The younger children were to meet with me for 
thirty minutes - a time period more in keeping with their shorter 
span of concentration. 
B. The Environment 
The Church of Christ in Burlington, Massachusetts, 
is one of the oldest churches in New England, established in 
--- --
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1732, the year of George Washington's birth. It has been in 
continuous use since that date. Although it has undergone 
extensive renovations, the basic structure remained the same. 
The physical environment available for my usewas not all that a 
creative dramatics leader would wish for. The new educational 
building was being used by other classes in the summer school 
session. The only area open to me was the basement room of the 
I, 
I 
old church building proper. This room was thirty feet by twenty 
feet. It contained few windows, but had adequate artificial 
lighting. A long stairway led to the main church area and 
through a hall to the front door. There was no platform or 
stage of any kind in the room, so I could use all of the floor 
space. The floor space available in this room was approximately 
twice the room area available weekly to the average Sunday 
school teacher in our church. Plain wooden chairs, such as I! 
used in the regular class rooms, 
ments and could be easily moved. 
supplied the seating require- ; 
c. First Session - Five and Six Year Olds 
As the children, guided by an adult leader, came down 
the long stair way for their first creative dramatic session, I 
lias extremely conscious of the necessity of establishing an 
environment in which faith, trust and friendliness between 
leader and children could exist. I had arranged the chairs in 
a simi-circle, and as soon as the adult guide had left I asked 
the children to sit down. At the bottom of the semi-circle I 
I 
ii 
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had placed a stand up blackboard. My own chair was next to the 
blackboard. Through this seating arrangement I achieved eye 
contact with each of the children. 
Using the device of Agnes Haaga and Patricia Randles, 
1 I greeted the children by saying, "Let's share namesn. I wrote 
my own name on the board, and then asked them for their names. 
The children seemed delighted to te~l me their names and waved 
their hands enthusiastically. I wrote down their names under 
mine. I tried to focus my attention on each child as I wrote 
down his or her name. This was not difficult as their were ! 
only four boys and eight girls in the group. After all the li 
names were on the board I went back and tried to match the 
name to the child. This ice breaking device of Miss Haaga 1 s 
and ~fiss Randles worked very well. The children were delighted 
with the mistakes I made in matching the name to the child and 
seemed to enjoy seeing their names on the board. 
I had planned my program around the summer vacation 
theme and began b~- asking them what they had enjoyed doing 
during the summer. Several of the bolder children answered by 
'swimming~ 11playing ball 11 , "going to the beach 11 • I told them 
. i 
I'd show them something I enjoyed doing very much in the 1 
summertime and pantomined "tennis". The children did not seem 
at all astonished by my activity and several of them called out 
II~----------------------------------
1Haaga and Randles, ~· £!!., p. 2. 
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the correct answer. Calling upon a boy, Kimo, who I had ob-
served to be the boldest child in the group, I asked him to show 
us something he enjoyed doing in the summertime. Kimo went 
I 
rather hesitatingly to the center of the room and pantomined 
I 
"swimming". The children w·ere happy to guess the activity and 1 
soon several had volunteered to show what they liked to do. 
"Ball playing", "swimming 11 , "fishing" and "playing in the sand" 
. 
were pantomined. 11S1-Timming 11 was repeated several times. The 
children gained confidence as they went on and soon all but two 
children had participated. These two shy children,Donna and 
Billy, seemed to enjoy watching the others and smiled frequently. 
Kimo then told us that he and his family were going 
camping soon. This brough many enthusiastic comments on the 
fun of camping. Kimo and his friend Johnny were glad to show 
us how to pack up a pack when I asked them to. I joined in and 
proceeded to start a hike around the room. I suggested that 
all join in and that we hike up the stairs and across the lawn 
to the educational building as the session was drawing to a 
close. The two shy children joined the group at the very end. 
They still seemed fearful. The other children laughed and 
talked as they proceeded to their next class. 
MY purpose in this first meeting had been to establish 
contact with the children, to learn their names, something of 
their personalities and to prepare them to enjoy the sessions. 
I believed I had accomplished these objectives, so I was very 
~lL _ 
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pleased with the session. With these young children I did not 
have to stress too strongly the religious aspect in the sessions. 
The goal of our church school and vacation church towards the 
five and six year olds is to teach them that the church is a 
pleasant place, filled with good friends and kind teachers. 
Learning to get along well with one's fellows, to establish good 
habits of attendance and to enjoy the pleasures of God's world 
are stressed. Factual material about the Bible and the church 
are left until the children are able to read. 
D. Further Sessions - Five and Six Year Olds 
At the opening of the second session I greeted the 
children by name and encouraged them to sit in the semi-circular 
arrangement of chairs. My program was pantominic games, 
II 
,, 
II 
I' 
li 
I 
: 
chosen because of the children's gradual loosening up and :, 
enjoyment of pantomine during the first session. My purpose j' 
was to loosen up the children physically and to give them 
confidence in their ability to participate. 
I began by whispering in the ear of the little girl, 
Darlene, sitting near me, an activity she might do at home to 
help Mother. I asked the other children to guess what Darlene 
was doing. Darlene successfully pantomined dusting and then 
whispered a task into the ear of the child next to her. Boys 
were given tasks they could do to help Dad as they rebelled at 
"feminine" jobs. 
--- -
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The session went fairly well, although I realized 
later I should have forseen the difficulty in giving feminine 
tasks to boys. The girls could not always ~~ink of jobs for 
boys, and I had to give, what I later thought was too many 
suggestions. The children liked to "guess" and their desire to 
"fool" the other children did lead to two more complex panto-
mines - baking cookies and helping with the baby. One of the 
extremely shy children, Donna, participated haltingly. The boy 
refused to, but still seemed to enjoy watching the others. 
Feeling that I needed a surprise prop to refreshen 
interest I prepared a "magic bag" :for the next session. I 
sprayed a net bag, in which onions had come, gold and attached 
stars cut out of shiny gold and silver paper to it. I hid the 
bag until the children were seated and then brought it out and 
invited each child to pick out a favorite sweet or toy and 
pantomine show us what it was. Most of the children chose to 11 
find something to eat and lollipops, ice cream cones, candy ! 
bars, and tootsie rolls were eaten. One child delightedly 
produced an apple and offered a bite to her neighbor. ~~ny 
o:f the children :forgot to unwrap their candy and were prompted 
by the others. All of the children participated. The shy ones 
haltingly. 
I had planned a group pantomine of a visit to a candy 
store, but this plan was rejected when Gary, eating his tootsie 
rool, turned it into a banana and said, "Guess what animal I am, 
F=~====--============--~-~-~-============~--==========~ - -· 
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eating? 1 The group became extremely interested and other animals 
emerged. Six chiidren pantomined dogs, cats, rabbit, tiger, 
lion and turtle. The turtle was imaginatively done with good 
body movement. There was no differentiation between lion and 
tiger as portrayed by the children. Various animal sounds -
roars, barks, meows were added to the pantominic activity. 
The session ended with a great interest in animals still pre-
vailing. Several children walked up the stairs as animals. 
1 I t~s pleased with the children's interest and 
pleasure in the prop magic bag and in the group's general 
willingness to participate. The sudden shift of attention to 
animals came about so quickly, however, that I felt for a 
minute or two as if I might lose control of the group. If they 
hadn't become so immediately interested in the subject intro-
duced by Gary I would have been at a loss for material. I 
felt rather tense and inadequate as the group happily left the 
room. 
Since the children had so obviously enjoyed their 
pantominic trip to "animal land 11 I prepared a visit to the zoo 
as the subject for the fourth session. I B~an by asking, 
·
11 How many of you have been to Benson 1 s Animal Farm? u Four of 
the boys and girls had been to this outdoor zoo in nearby 
New Hampshire. Several other children had been to the Stone-
ham or Boston zoos. All were familiar with zoos and extremely 
interested in them. The discussion became so lively that there 
was some difficulty in quieting the group dowu. I did this by 
I 
I i 
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suggesting we have our own zoo. Two boys Kimo and Johnny becam 
lions. I was extremely pleased when the shyest boy took up an 
imaginary whip and cracked it at the lions. He did not keep 
up this activity for long, however, and soon joined two girls 
who were "visitors". Three girls became monkeys and one became 
a seal, barking and attempting balancing tricks. B,y the end 
of the session all had taken part, although much of the activit 
was 1mi tative. 
68 
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I was encouraged by the participation of the shy 
children, but somewhat disturbed by the imitative behavior of 
most of the children. I tried to encourage individuality by 
praising the lone seal. I was also bothered by the idea that I 
had not noted quickly enough the "lion" ta:ming of the shyest 
child to encourage his actions. It is possible, however, that 
further notice by me would only have made him more self conscio us. 
I 
FOr the final meeting I chose and prepared a story 
Nathan 1 s Friend from The Storyteller in Religious Education. 2 
It is the story of a lettle boy, his friend and his donkey. 
I planned to let the children act out simple incidents which 
pleased them such as looking for the lost donkey. The plan 
was changed, however, when Darlene came in excitedly to tell me 
she had gone to the store by herself for the first time the day 
before. Soon, several children wanted to relate a "store" 
2 Brown, £E.• ill·, p. 82. 
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experience. Realizing confusion would result from so much 
conversation I urged the children to 11 show 11 us. Darlene and two 
other girls volunteered first. Darlene purchased an item from 
a drug store. Dialogue gradually developed as the children 
acted out the experience. One child was the clerk, Darlene and 
Sandy were customers. Another child, Kimo, wanted to partici-
pate and became a druggist mixing a prescription. Soon another 
child joined the group, looked over the magazines and made a 
purchase. The clerk rang up several sales. Other children 
then joined in and the 11drug store" became the center of partly 
I 
pantominic partly spoken activity. The activity died down li 
naturally as the children entered, made a purchase and then 
left. 
As the activity ended I told the children that this 
was their last meeting. I was pleased to hear several "oh, no's" 
and "we like these gamesu. I was pleased and excited by the 
activity of this session, although once again the activity had 
been chosen mainly by the children. This time, however, I felt 
more prepared for the switch. I was interested that the children 
I 
I 
never referred in any way to our sessions as dramatics or plays. 
They alliays talked about the "games" we were playing. This I 
seemed to me to indicate that the children accepted creative 
drama as a natural part of their lives and not as some obscure 
adult directed activity. 
·-
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E. First Session - Ten and Eleven Year Olds 
The first session of creative drama with ten and 
eleven year olds was different from the first session with the 
younger children. I had been a stranger to the five and six 
year olds. They were completely unaware of dramatics as an 
adult activity. The older group knew me both as a Sunday 
school teacher and as the wife of the church school superinten-
dent. They had all participated in formal dramatic productions 
in school and were under the mistaken impression that they 
would be doing so again in my s~ass. 
I particularly noted that all of the prospective 
members of my class were girls. Not one boy had volunteered. 
The lure of the promise of a game session at the same time, or 
the fear of ridicule by their fellows or the dislike of drama 
brought on by previous school productions resulted in an all 
feminine class. This young male fear or dislike of dramatic 
activities of any kind would pose a problem to the average 
Sunday school teacher who has both sexes in her class. No 
such antagonism toward dramatizing was evident in the younger 
group. 
I greeted the girls, fifteen of them, by name as they 
entered and asked them to sit in the semicircular arrangement 
of chairs. I explained to them that our dramatics was 
11 creative 11 which meant that we 1-10uld not use a script, not have 
F-=~~-========~==-=·-===-====~-========~======~- -
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to memorize lines but would make up our own dialogue. (This 
news was received with mixed emotions. Some seemed pleased that 
there would be no lines to learn, but also were a little con-
cerned about the idea of creating ther own material.) Several 
girls asked who the audience would be. They seemed surprised 
71 
to hear that we would be our own audience. Several expressed 
disappointment that their parents couldn't come to see them. Not 
a single girl in the group had ever heard of this type of drama 
before. 
In the planning of my first sessions with this group 
I had again chosen my material with no restrictions as to 
religious content. I was planning to arouse the interests of 
this group in creative drama as such and then to gradually 
work into a story with religious values. 
I sensed the anxiety of the group toward the idea of 
"creative'' drama and to relax them and to restore their con-
fidence I began with a "Continued Story 11 • 3 I began the story 
of a young girl who ran away from home, became lost and found 
herself in a strange exotic land. As I began to describe the 
countryside and the exotic and unusual plants growing about 
her, I stopped, pointed to the girl nearest me and told her to 
continue. Loud "oh1 s 11 and some laughter greeted me. They had 
been listening to my story with interest and curiosity. They 
11 ________________________ __ 
3Idea from Kraus, 2£· £!1., p. 181. 
! 
! 
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had no idea what was coming next and the shock of my stopping 
and pointing seemed to delight them. Joanne picked up the 
story, continued it for only a few seconds and then delightedly 
passed on the responsibility to her nearest neighbor. The 
story became wildly imaginative and very largely television 
inspired, but it served my plrpose as a tool to relax and unity 
the group. 
I next divided the group into three sections, gave 
each group an envelope containing the names of three items 
(such as feather, sword, box). 4 The groups were given five 
minutes in which to make up a story using the three items. This 
group activity worked well. All participated, and they did not 
appear to be unduly nervous or self conscious. I had not II 
given any previous instructions as to the nature of the playlet 
or 11h01<T 11 they were to do it. The girls naturally used both 
pantomine and dialogue, although both were limited in quality. 
Unfamiliar with play structure their stories ~ended to end 
suddenly or drag on with no end in sight. They did not make 
use of a climax, but developed continuing stories with no point 
of focus. I realized their limited knowledge of drama, however, 
and 1~s very pleased that they all were willing to try. 
I did not attempt critical evaluation of their work 
feeling that enough had been accomplished by relaxing the group 
11-------------------------------------------------------
li 4Idea from Kraus,~· £!1., pp. 181-182. 
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tension over this "new" form of drama. The class went well, I 
felt, largely because the girls all knew me previously and 
accepted me as a leader. The group activities, light in con-
sequence but pleasurable to the girls, also helped break down 
the barriers of tension and anxiety. 
F. Further Sessions - Ten and Eleven Year Olds 
Motivated by the girls enjoyment of the "prop play" 
I decided to do more work on the group pantomine. I again 
divided the group into three sections. With no time for 
preparation the three sections each did a pantomine. I chose 
the topics to avoid confusion and gave them out. The pantomines 
were similar in nature, collecting shells on the shore, picking 
flowers in the woods and gathering twigs for the fire. After 
a group did their pantominel I called for suggestions from the 
audience composed of the remaining two thirds of the group. 
The discussion was fairly good. Many girls had criticisms to 
make. I did have difficulty in encouraging them to give 
constructive criticisms with suggestions for improvement. The 
group discovered it was easier to tell what was wrong than to 
suggest how to improve it. As the girls found it hard to ex-
plain what they meant I encouraged them to ~ what they had 
in mind, pantomining the activity themselves. This proved 
successful. 
~~=============--~-~-
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I asked for volunteers for the next activity and 
received several. I introduced three situations in which speech 
could be used if desired. The pantomines were: 
1. Daughter marking hem for mother's dress. 
2. Girl purchasing tokens from bus driver. 
3. A young girl taking piano lessons.(See Appendix I) 
Speech emerged with very little difficulty. Each situation was 
commented upon by the rest of the group. I encouraged the girls 
to re-do their pantomines if they desired. Two chose to do 
theirs over with considerable improvement resulting. 
The girls seemed sincerely interested and were 
surprised when the class session was over. 
II The third session involved more complex pantomines 
IJ 
expressing emotion. I divided the class in half and assigned 
a pantomine. They were given ten minutes preparation time. 
The pantomines were: 
1. A Sunday school teacher takes her class on a 
picnic. The group has just about finished 
eating when the teacher discovers she has 
lost a valuable ring. Then everyone looks 
for it and at last it is found. 
2. A group of campers is sleeping when they are 
awakened by a loud noise. The bravest in the 
group encourages several others to investiga~e 
with her. (See Appendix I) 
After each pantomine was finished and criticized, the 
pantomine was redone. Dialogue was used naturally several 
times in the pantominic situation, and I encouraged them to in 
this. 
I'· 
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To forstall confusion I chose the "teacher" and the 
"bravest camper" ahead of time. I chose girls whom I knew 
had the ability to carry off the situation. I believe this was 
a wise move on my part. As the session ended I told the girls 
we would start on a play the next time. 
As part of their daily work in Vacation Church School 
my group of ten and eleven year old girls had been studying 
heroes of the Bible. Among the men studied, and always a 
favorite with the children was David. As episodes from David 1 s 
life were among the Bible stories recommended by Winifred Ward 
for their dramatic potentiality, and because the subject 
correlated so well with their daily work, I chose stories of 
David as the basis of our next creative dramatic project. 
(See Appendix III). I chose the episode of David sparing Saul 1 s 
life because it gave opportunities for many children to partici-
pate, it was familiar to the girls and it offered suspenseful 
action. This episode is found in I Samuel, chapter twenty-four. 
After the girls entered the room for their fourth 
session and had seated themselves comfortably in their chairs, 
II immediately began the retelling of the story. I began by 
reminding them of the work they had all ready done in their 
other classes on David. I had spent considerable time in the 
preparation of the story, so that it would seem dramatically 
appealing to them. After the storytelling was completed, I 
used a questioning technique to find out if they were interested 
F=~ll===-=-==-==========~==--==========~-==--~---===~-~========== 
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in creating a play from the story. I asked questions such as, 
can you picture what the cave looks like? lihat do you think 
the countryside around the cave is like? Do you like David? 
What is he like? What was the most exciting part of the story 
to you? Do you think this story would make a good play? The 
response seemed genuinely enthusiastic. Many of the girls 
wanted to talk - to describe David as tall, brave and handsome, 
the countryside as barren, stripped of trees and composed of 
rocks. I had to raise my voice to restore order and suggest 
that we start by talking about the most exciting part of the 
play. After a short discussion all agreed that this high 
point was the moment when Saul slept on as David crept up and 
cut off part of his robe with his sword. Even though they had 
very little knowledge of play structure, they were familiar 
with the word 11 cl1max 11 and seemed to understand when I applied 
~~. this term to that high point in the story. 
' · 
II The discussion began to lag and I realized that so 
much inactivity was beginning to pull on the group. I suggested 
' that in groups of five the girls pantomine first David and then 
the sleeping Saul. We discussed the work of the groups, and I 
suggested they vote on the best David and the best Saul. The 
necessity of reaching such a decision caused some confusion 
and it was several minutes before the group succeeded in coming 
to a vote. I reminded them that we didn't have too much time 
left. Fortunately, they were interested in continuing and this 
- --
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motivated them to quiet down and come to decision . I believed 
later that I should not have suggested "choosing" at this point 
because it produced confusion. I should have waited until a 
II If later trying on of character. 
We again returned to discussing the story. This time 
we emphasized characters. The girls' familiarity with other 
episodes in David and Saul rs lives helped produce a lively 
discussion. Adjectives such as brave, kind, noble, handsome, 
friendly and good were applied to David. Saul was referred to 
by sneakyl mean, bad tempered, angry and unhappy. 
As time was at a premium, I broke in upon their 
discussion and asked them where they would begin and end their 
I 
I 
play. As the story is a very simple one there was general : 
agreement. They chose to begin with David and his men entering 
the cave to hide because Saul was searching for them. Saul 
enters the cave to sleep and is spared by David. David later 
brings a piece of the robe to the king and their play would 
end on a hopeful note of reconciliation. 
As the period was nearly over I repeated the play 
structure as they had decided upon it and enumerated the scenes 
they had suggested. The girls promised to think about the 11 
scenes and plan ways to present them. 
The girls entered eagerly for their final session. 
They seemed anxious to begin work at once on their play. 11Let 1 s 
go 11 , said one young lady as she saw one remaining girl coming 
~-~~==·====================~- -- . ~~~-------~· 
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down the stairs. 
We began by discussing a scene and them pantomining 1 , 
it. The two girls chosen by the group played David and Saul. 
After the pantomine we discussed the playing. It was extremely 
diffi~ult for me to g~ide the discussion into constructive 
channels as most of the comments were of a purely critical : 
nature. Diane offered a cryptic, "He didn't look mean enough 11 , 
after seeing Saul's actions. Janie commented, 11David didn't 
sneak up quietly enough 11 • Volunteers played Saul and David ! 
in the next playing and a similar discussion followed. There 
was some improvement during this second playing. I was forced 
to offer most of the constructive advice and was worried that 
I was assuming too much the role of director. 
As the group, with more volunteers, played the 
reconciliation scene they added, upon my suggestion the rudi-
ments of dialogue. The dialogue was very basic, limited mostly 
to short questions and answers. It was apparent to me that the 
group needed much more discussion of character before they 
could speak in a more realistic manner, natural to the people 
they were portraying. 
I was pleased, however, as the last session ended 
I 
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• 1: that the group was sorry that we wouldn t meet again. They !I 
appeared to be still interested in their work and left the class 
discussing the characters and possible lmys to make their play 
more 11 interesting 11 • They appeared to be confident that they I 
-
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could improve the play and that there were many ways it could 
be done. I overheard one girl, who had played David, remark 
that she was going to re-read the other stories of his life in 
her Sunday school book. Creative drama had at least in one 
case stimulated a desire for learning . 
I' 
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CONCLUSION 
I began my study in the field of creative drama 
hoping to find by research and practical experimental work, 
some of the 11 teachable 11 and "unteachable" elements of creative 
I 
dramatics' methods. Through my experimental work in vacation 
church school I also hoped to reach some conclusions as to the i 
practical value of suggesting the use of creative drama by un-
trained teachers in their regular Sunday school class work. 
II 
I found that I was somewhat over ambitious in what I 
attempted to discover through my experimental work. The 
experiment was not long enough, nor far reaching enough to 
present any conclusive evidence. Of necessityl the experiment 
was uncontrolled and none of my observations can be proved. 
Through my research and experimental work I have drawn some 
conclusions, however, which I believe have value and may be of 
some help to others working in the field of creative drama. 
After I had completed my theoretical study and practi-
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cal work in creative drama, I looked for some scale against which 
to measure my own efforts as a creative dramatics leader. I 
found a good scale in the ten commandments of good leadership 
offered by Ruth Lease and Geraldine Siks. 
1. A good creative dramatics leader begins by asking 
what a child needs most from a leader in order to be creative. 
I 
: 
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2. A leader should help him (the child) to feel 
happy, relaxed and at ease. 
3. A leader who directs a child's every move 
restricts him by thinking for him instead of stimu~ating him 
to grow by challenging his thinking and widening his horizons. 
4. a good leader will be aware of a child's sensitiv-
to his status within a group. 
5. A good leader may very well look upon her class 
l
as a gardener views his flower garden, knowing that to plant 
seeds is not enough ••••• that it is essential, too, to tend 
and care for each one. All teaching, and particularly the 
teaching of creative dramatics, requires patience, tolerance, 
understanding, and a delicate touch. 
6. A leader's appearance is vitally important for 
outwardly she expresses her inward feelings. 
7. A leader who can think of new and refreshing ways 
to approach old and familiar stories is one who will be 
!distinguished by her richness of imagination. A leader who has 
learned to exercise her creative power. 
8. A leader who celebrates a child's success gives 
him a powerful urge to go on creatively, striving and succeeding. 
9. A leader indirectly gives children a philosophy 
by which to live. 
10. A leader will be rewarded a hundredfold for the 
time and effort spent in thorough preparation, but she must 
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recognize from the outset that there is no short-cut way of be-
coming an artist-teacher, the ideal for which every professional 
1 leader strives. 
I After I had finished reading this list of commandments 
for a creative dramatics leader I was particularly impressed 
by the final commandment. There is no "short-cut" to becoming 
a creative dramatics leader. Through my research in the field 
of creative drama I was able to prepare myself to choose 
material, greet the children, tell a story and lead various 
pantominic games. My research acquainted me l'li th the sources 
lof creative dramatics material and convinced me of the necessity 
of careful preparation. I was able to learn and to follow the 
advice in these matters given by authorities in the field. 
A basic knowledge of the field and the methods are 
essential, but they are not enough. No amount of research and 
reading in creative drama can prepare you to become a creative 
dramatics leader just as no methods course can turn a student 
into a teacher. 
The relationship between the creative dramatics' 
leader and her children is a complex one and demands an under-
standing, an awareness, a sensitivity which is not "teachable". 
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It is, I believe, in this area of children-leader inter-relati~n­
ship that the "unteachable 11 elements of leading creative drama 
1Lease and Siks, ~· £!!., pp. 96-100. 
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exist. 
First of all, I will list the abilities and knowledge 
of a creative drama leader which I believe ~ be taught and 
l which I was able to learn through reading and study. 
1. The ability to prepare a sound lesson plan. 
2. The ability and the knowledge of the value of 
collecting material to motivate children by sight, sound, touch, 
or smell. 
3. The general knowledge of the behavior and tastes 
of children of various ages. 
4. The ability and knowledge to clarify the structure, 
characterization and meaning of a play. 
5. The ability to choose, prepare and present a 
story to a group of children. 
Among the unteachable elements of creative drama I 
would list: 
1. The ability to control and organize a group 
without smothering individual interest and imagination. 
2. The ability to draw from children and not to 
force upon children. 
i 
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3. The ability to make the obscure-plain, the abstract-
concrete. 
4. The ability to imaginatively see a series of 
scenes as a live, creative, exciting whole. li 
s. The ability to unify the work of many different 
-
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!people, so that they all contribute to the creation of the 
whole. 
6. The ability to draw the 11 best 11 out of each 
individual. 
I 7. The ability to forget the self-to project the 
self into the needs and desires of others. 
II II 8. The ability to sense instinctively what is 
aesthetically true. 
9. The ability to sense the prevailing atmosphere 
of a room, the mood, the needs of others. 
Many of these abilities can be, I beleive, learned 
--
I 
! 
!through practical experience by an intelligent, earnestly I 
seeking individual. The last two abilities on the list, and 
they are in many ways the most important, cannot be learned or 
taught. They may, however, be nourished if they do live some-
where within. 
The education and training of creative dramatics 
leaders depends I believe upon three factors - a thorough educa-
tion in the background, methods and sources or creative drama; I 
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experience with creative drama in which an ill-equipped amateur 
attempts to force unwilling children into being Daniels in the 
lions den or Noahs in the ark could harm children's attitude 
toward both drama and Sunday school. I question the wisdom of 
religious educators in urging its use without making any pre-
parations to see that it is used well or correctly. Most 
Sunday school teachers perhaps fortunately, however, will con-
tinue to ignore creative drama because of a lack of knowledge 
as to its purpose, functions or methods. 
Creative drama could, if used wisely• be of definite 
value to a church school and it would be fortunate if some 
provisions for its proper use could be made in the future. 
Thinking about the use of creative drama in my own church school 
I would like to see more research done in the area of how to 
acquaint church school teachers and parents with creative drama, 
lhow to aid church schools in establishing class periods where 
creative drama could be used, and how to encourage professional 
leadership in the use of creative drama. I do not think it 
probable that the average church school teacher in my own 
church - unacquainted with teaching methods, unable or unwilling 
to devote time to class preparation, overburdened by too many 
children and too little time or space, could make proper use of 
creative dramatics. I would like to see further research in the 
!possibilities use of creative drama by the trained professional 
religious educator, the leader or director of religious educa-
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tion often found in the churches of today. Under trained and 
able leadership creative drama could do much to improve the 
church school by aiding the nourishment of the creative spirit 
in children and making real the social and historical values 
of religion. 
I would also like to see more provisions made for 
practice-teaching in the field of creative drama under exper-
ienced leadership. Our society has great need for the creative 
individual and creative dramatics can help prevent the dying, 
out under the stresses of our automated way of life, of the 
creative spirit. 
=- --=-=-=== - -
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APPENDIX I 
Pantomines For Creative Drama 
Listed B,y Age Groups 
5 - 6 - 7 Year Olds 
Helping Mother At Home 
Washing dishes 
1-~aking beds 
Sweeping and vacuuming 
Dusting Furniture 
Malcing co olOO s 
Cutting cookies 
Baking cookies 
Frosting cookies 
Setting the table 
Eating cookies and drirucing milk 
Planning surprises 
Helping Father at Home 
Raking 1 eaves 
Pushing a heavy wheelbarrow 
Mowing the lawn 
Cutting hedges 
Watering flowers 
Hoeing the garden 
liashing the car 
Going for a ride in the car 
Going to the Park 
Riding a bus to the park 
Riding on a merry go round 
Playing on teeter-totters 
Swing on park swings 
Pushing each other in swings 
Wading in the pool 
Rolling on the grass 
Buying ice cream cones 
1'1alking to the bus 
Riding home at the end of a day 
89 
Going to the Forest 
Hiking u~ a hill 
oarry1n&:~heavy duffle bags 
Making camp 
Making a bonfire 
-- - --
Being animals and birds frolicking in the forest 
Being raindrops dancing in a deeply wooded forest 
Being sunbeams dancing in the forest when the 
raindrops dance away 
Being autumn leaves scurrying and dancing among the 
trees 
Being campers picnicking in the forest 
Being campers hiking down the hill 
Going to the Zoo 
Riding on a bus to the zoo 
Skipping across the lawn to animal cages 
Riding around the ring on shetland ponies 
Riding around the ring on high stepping horses 
Being elephants eating hay, eating peanuts and 
drinking water 
Being monkeys playing and chattering in an outdoor 
cage 
Being lions pacing back and forth in iron cages 
Being polar bears swimming and playing in a deep pool 
Being kangaroos hopping and leaping in an outdoor pen 
Being peacocks strutting along on winding paths 
Being parrots talking together in a large indoor cage 
Being swans swimming in a pool 
Going to the Rodeo 
Arriving at the grandstand 
Being cov1boys playing in a rodeo band 
Being cowboys riding into the arena in a grand parade 
Being cowboys whirling lariats over heads and roping 
steers 
Being work-horses pulling heavy loads in a pulling 
contest 
Being prize winning horses parading in a ring while 
being led by proud owners 
Being race-horses galloping around the track 
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Going to a Railroad Station 
Being passenger trains waiting for passengers 
Being conductors taking tickets 
Being passengers boarding the trains 
Being passenger trains steaming away to special places 
Being freight trains chugging into the station 
Being trainmen loading cars uith freight 
Being freight trains clanging and puffing their way 
out of the station 
Being freight trains chugging their way into the statkn 
Being freight trains climbing up steep mountains 
Going to a Service Station 
Being service station attendants sweeping and cleaning 
the station 
Being cars chugging into the station 
Being attendents washing cars 
Being cars coming into station for gasoline and oil 1: 
Being attendants servicing a large trailer truck 
Being attendants servicing a school bus that is carry-
ing children 
Being attendants putting air into bicycle tires. 1 
Building a House 
Being steamshovels digging a basement 
Being bulldozers pushing dirt and trees 
I 
Being trucks bringing loads of brick and lumber I 
Being carpenters sawing boards ' 
Being masons mixing cement I 
Being masons wheeling heavy wheelbarrows 
Being carpenters hammering boards 
Being painters painting the house 
Being gardeners making a la~m 
Being garreners planting shrubs trees and flowers 
Being in a Parade 
Being in a band playing instruments 
Being drum majors and drum majorettes 
Being policemen parading on a horse 
Being policemen parading in motor cars 
Being soldiers and sailors parading on Independence 
Day 
Being clowns parading in a circus parade 
Being circus animals parading in a circus ring 
Being airplanes flying in formation over a city 
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Going to a Farm 
Being farmers driving cows and sheep to pasture 
Being cows and sheep grazing in a deep meadow 
Being farmers riding after horses and driving them 
into the barnyard 
II 
Being farmers hauling hay to the barn I 
Being teams of horses pulling heavy hayracks full 1 
of hay 
Being farmers plowing a large field with tractors 
and plows 
Being farmers feeding chickens, ducks, and turkeys 
Being chickens, ducks, turkeys and geese in the 
chicken yard 
Being farmers eating a hearty dinner 
8 - 11 Year Olds 
Small Action 
Pantomining daily habits of washing, brushing 
teeth, combing hair, eating a mea~ and dressing 
Pantomining daily activities such as r~iting a letter, 
opening a letter, reading a letter, reading a book, 
reading a newspaper 
Pantomining activity concerned with washing and drying 
dishes and setting a table 
Pantomining activity concerned with making a cake, I 
measuring the ingredients, breaking eggs, stirring 
batter, pouring batter into pans, and putting cake !I 
into oven. 
Pantomining activity concerned with harvesting fruit, 
such as picking apples, cherries, peaches, plums, 
pears, grapes and raspberries. 
Pantomining activity concerned with building a house 
such as measuring, sawing, reading blueprints, 
hammering, using a plane, sanding, painting 
Large Action 
Pantomining sports, such as skiing, tennis, golf, 
basketball, boxing, fencing, swimming, fishing 
Pantomining occupations such as that of a farmer, 
clerk, fisherman, tailor, shoemaker, woodsman, 
gardener, janitor, carpenter, truck driver, waiter 
Pantomining professions such as that of a doctor, 
minister, musician, teacher, nurse, beauty operator, 
engineer, stenographer 
- -.-~ 
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Pantomining modes of travel, such as hiking, riding 
a horse, riding in a buggy, bicycling, motor 
cycling, riding on a bus, riding on a train, riding 
on a boat, riding on a plane 
Pantomining characterizations of historical figures 
such as Christopher Columbus, vlilliam Penn, George 1 
Washington, Daniel Boone, Benjamin Franklin I 
Pantomining characterizations of holiday figures 
such as Hallowe'en witches, ghosts, cats, goblins, 
Thanksgiving turkeys, pilgrims, Indians, Santa 
Claus, shepherds, wise men, angels, carolers 
Working in Pairs 
Two boys carrying on a friendly phone conversation 
A young girl buying bus fare from the driver as she 
boards the bus 
A daughter marking a hem in a ne"'t dress for her 
mother 
A grandfather getting a hair cut from an inexperienced 
barber 
A young boy taking an accordion lesson from a famous 
instructor 
A policeman for a woman to return to the curb after 
she has started to cross the street against a 
traffic light 
A father teaching his son to drive a new car 
A nurse bringing a glass of water to a patient in: a 
hospital 
A young girl having her fortune told by a gypsy 
A grandmother receiving a special delivery letter 
Mood Pantomines 
Coming in to sh011 mother the rip in your new dress 
caused by a rough board on a neighbor's fence 
Crossing a muddy field on stepping stones while '· 
wearing your Sunday shoes 1 
Searching in the high grass for a valuable ring you 
have lost 
Watching the rain beating on the window pane on the 
day that the school picnic was planned 
Stealing into the living room to surprise grandfather 
Waiting after a half an hour, for mother to call for 
you and it is growing dark 
Starting to put away the toys your little brother has 
scattered all over the living room floor 
Picking flowers for mother's party when you'd rather 
be swimming with your friends 
~==~~-=~==================~~~-~--~-- ---
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Trying to clean up the ink spot on the floor which 
you made when you carelessly forgot to put the top 
on the bottle 
Trying for the fourth time to add up a difficult 
sum which is part of your homew·ork assignment 
12 - 14 Year Olds 
Situations in Groups 
A party of six foreign travelers enters a dining room 
in a large hotel. They are served breakfast by a 
waiter. 
Four shrewd individuals play a game of cards in an 
observation car on a passenger train. 
A group of neighbors watch a funny television show. 
Boy Scouts see Old Faithful in Yellowstone Park for 
the first time. 
Camp Fire girls enjoy a taffy-pull after an evening 
of ice-skating. 
At a family reunion sixteen members decide to pose 
for a family portrait. The photographer has 
considerable difficulty with his camera and with 
his relatives. Finally after several trials, he 
gets one satisfactory picture. 
Mood Pantomines - Individual 
Coming home from school with ac.very bad report card 
Waiting on the station platform for the arrival of 
your favorite uncle whom you haven't seen for 
three years 
Reading a letter containing exciting news of a trip 
your mother has planned for you 
Picking up the pieces of mother's valuable vase which 
you have just broken 
Pretending that daddy is taking a large splinter out 
of your finger 
Trying to get across a street crowded with traffic 
Stealing into the kitchen to taste a freshly baked 
cooky 
---
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Trying to put the cloth on the table on a windy day 
Trying to put together a difficult jigsaw puzzle 
on which you have been working for several hours 
Mood Pantomines - Group 
A carnival is in town. A gay crowd walks down the 
midway . They watch eager barkers inviting the 
crowds to ride on merry-go-rounds, ferris wheels, 
roller coasters, and to see colassal side shows. 
Young teen-agers enjoy ice cream sodas after a victor-
ious football game . 
Neighbors in a small community decorate a Christmas 
tree for a small boy. 
Change of Mood Pantomines - Group 
A teacher loses her diamond ring while she is 
chaperoning a school picnic. The news spre~ds 
quickly. Everyone searches for the ring. At last 
it is found. 
Vacationers at a summer resort stroll casually along 
a hotel veranda. They suddenly recognize a famous 
celebrity. 
A party of campers are sleeping in sleeping bags out 
in the open near a mountain stream. They are sudden-
ly awakened in the middle of the night by a weird 
noise . Two of the bravest boys investigate. 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
Mood Pantomines and Change of Mood Pantomines taken from 
Burger, Isabel B. Creative Play Acting. New York: 
A. S. Barnes and Company 1950. 
All other Pantomines taken from 11 
---
Lease, Ruth and Siks , Geraldine Brain, Creative Drama-
tic~in Hom~ School and Community. New York: Harper and ~ro ers, r 52. 
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Clouds 
:Lio on 
Stars 
APPZNDI X II 
POEIFS FOR CRE.AT IVE DRAH1 
LI STED BY SU:SJECT il.ATTl~R 
Lone Lons Ago - ur-know11 
Cradle Song - ~artin Luther 
All T~in6s Jri0ht and Beautiful - Cecil 
Frances Alexander 
Butter cups and Daisies - Har;y LJ:o1'1itt 
3lc;z Sonr;s 
Clouds - Helen Wing 
Morning Clouds - Nellie B. Miller 
Clouds - lTorman Aul t 
Autumn Races - Emil.:..e Blacl:rnore Stapp 
The Xerry 1-iind - Nary =-~ . Dodc;e 
The -:'lind ( ~fho Has Seen the ~'Tind?) Christins. 
Rossetti 
Windy :Ji:::;hts - Robert Louis Stevc~oon 
Blow \Vi:1d 3lou - unknoun 
Talce Care - Rose 'tlaldo 
The Moon ' s the ~orth T~nd ' s Coo~ie - Vachel 
Li ndsay 
The :Han in the Hoon - unlc.noun 
The Moon - Eliza Lee Follen 
Little Day Moon - ~ellie B. Miller 
Hoon Song - Hilda CorL.:linc 
Mockery - Katherine D. Ri~cs 
Daisies - Franlc R. Sherman 
Star ~fish (Star Light Star ~3richt) - unknm-vn 
The Fal lin[; Star - Sara Teasdale 
Silver Sheep - Ann B. Payne 
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Fall 
·winter 
Sum.mer 
The Time of the Year 
Autumn Fashions - ~di th I: . Thomas 
Brooms - Dorothy Al dis 
The Nist and All - Dixie ':Tillson 
The Weather Factory - Nancy B. Turner 
Come Little Leaves - George Cooper 
Autumn Tourists - Cather ine Coblentz 
The Tree Stands Very Straight and :Jtill - I 
Annette :rynne 
Autmnn ~'ioods - James 3 . Tippett 
Cover - Frances Frost 
October ' s Party - George Cooper 
How the Leaves Come Down - ~Susan Coolid.::;c 
Jack Prost - Gabriel Setoun 
Little Jack Frost - unkno1-JT1 
The Snm·nnan - Lima L . :-1enderson 
The Snowman - Olive :Jeaupre IHller 
Skatinc - =erbert Asquith 
The Uitten 3 ong - ~arie Louise All en 
:fuite Fields - James Steph ens 
Velvet Shoes - Zlinor 1vylie 
A Story in the Snow - Pearl R. Crouch 
Sno-vnnan - unknown 
Fog - Carl Sandburg 
1ta.o Lil\:es the Rai n - Clara B. 3a t e s 
Rain in The :·~ic;ht - Amel i a J . Burr li 
~} ~~l~a~~~c --R~~ ~e ~·;~~~~c.lra~- l1 
:~c - Po~ly c. Boyden I! 
~~ObCU~ - dsaSrah J o ~ Dd:::'Jt'. liT b • . ' ~~~~ ~ y ~ee • ong - ~ l'h ~es l~~ 
Little Snail - Silda Conkling 
Would You Li~e to See Goats Dance on 3tilts - 1' 
unlcno-vm 
At the 1~·edding of I.fiss Jenny ·wren - l.mlcno\vll 
The Dl ue bird - Emily :1 . :1111 er 
The Building of the Nest - :::-~arcaret San~stcr 
Skippin~ Ropes - Dorothy Aldis 
The Secret - unlcno'im 
Jonathan Jin.::; ~ance for Spri~G - :Jca trice c. 
Bro1·m 
A Conparison - John Farrar 
April and :ra~" - Anne; Robinson 
The Umbrella Brigade - Laura Richards 
Singinc - Robert Louis Stevenson 
Daffodo1·mdilly - A. A. Hilne 
Gras shopper Green - unkno~<m 
Belonging to Summer - Nildred D. Shacklett 
II 
I! 
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Other =~~idays 
:Summer ~'fic 11 - John Farrar 
The 3utterbean Tent - ~liz a oet~1 ·- • Ro ')erts 
Over L1 the ~~eadoH - Oli vc :: . ~·levis 11orth 
3arefoot Days - Rac' ... cl Field 
A Swmner ~Io:cnin;.; - ~ac~1el ::s'iold 
Canticle - ~lill iam Griffi tL 
T'.1e Gr<-ss - ~.!:J11ily Dicl::L1son 
In the Sllimner - Dorothy Aldis 
Holid ...,,,s 
Thanks~ivinc ~ay - ~ . ~ . Child 
The =:a__;ic Vine - '--l:>1kno1m 
Hallov1e ' en .3on; - :Ha3..~ jorie Jarro'JS 
If You ' ve Never - Jlsie Fowl er 
~iha t Am I - .Dorot~ • .,r Aldis 
Smilinc - Db:ie ~Tillson 
Little Jac:c Pumpl:::L11 Face - unl;:no1m 
.:.lac};: and Gold - ':Janey B. Tur:1.er 
Pine Tree So11z; - :Iarjorie 58..rl~o-vm 
Santa Claus Par~de - 3ess 3 . La~bert 
':!:he :i:hree =anc;s - 5e~.ry ~ladm,;orth Lo:a__:fellou 
1l.. Visit fro"n St . Nic11.0las - ClemeTt C. ~=a ore 
r-leetin:::; the Jas t er Jun.~·lY - Rou"'nc.. 3 . Je:.1nett 
~t ~aster ~i~e - Laura E . Richards 
Ea ster ~__;cs - unlcnoi-m 
If -:aster Et_;:.;s ·:rould Hatch - :Jouc;las Ec::.llosh 
Sin~ ~orld Sin~ - J2.ncy B. Turner 
The :;_;e\"T Year - Di nah I'-I . Craib 
~fuon You 3end a Valentine - ~ildred J . 3ill 
3t . Patrick ' s Day - ~leanor Haa1ond 
Radiator Lions - Dorothy .\ldis 
\'Iindy :rash Day - Dorothy Aldis 
=·~Ulnps - .'8lizabetl1 :,: . Roberts 
Sa tu.rda;y Touels - :Sys beth J . Jar .:.e 
The 3ands i·1 the ::ornin:.; - :::.-;lisr .... tctil FnTjt-2.11 
~i;y rG;:en :lyiil:cn and l:7ocl - :St:..=;cne Field 
Fvn in a G-arret - .Gr:L:u .... C. DoHcl 
Xlx a Pancake - Christ i na Rossct~i 
=1us~1 -a - :ye 3c::.b;y - uYJ.\.lovm 
:-Iud P:Le Shop - Anne :: . Hallada;y 
The Tea Party - Xate Greenaway 
I Li~ce ::ow.:;ecleanine; - Dorot"il.f "3 . '.I'ho~:.1pson 
II 
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Tho 3pri!!'-:ler - Do:."otlly Aldis 
Tl:1e 3hL .. .; 1 .:.. ttlc ::rouse - :Ta:..:c.; 
::Jr oad -:a~:ln__; - 3 . 1 . _,_lnc; 
~:onday Uornj_nc; - ~:elen i'iinc 
Jo;u; a::.d Girls =.ike ~=e 
Little :=o: 31 '.le 
:ittlc Jo :E'eep 
Jac'c and Jill 
-- I ~ , ' TT 1 
__ ary s .0an o - oars. .; • ~12. e 
= :i G Jcr 8 S 8 I·:~ ... :~:'j 
All Xinds of ~ni~rls 
Th8 Oat o.nd the 1?iddle 
T-v;o ~·rrens 
::o;e 
Three Little Kitten~ - Eliza loe Fol1en 
Pussy Oat , ~ussy Jat 
The 01d ~~d the ?uss; Oat 
I 
Oat - I~ary .B . :L:iller 
Co. t - Dorotl1J ~~ . Jaruch : 
The ~ittlc TLrtlc - Vachel Lindsay I 
The ~Toodpec~;:er - :S . :-: . Roberts 
::rs . Peck Pi.:; eon - 3leanor Pv:r ;j eon 
=~ Do: - Ton Robinson 
The 3q_-.;:.irrcl ( I'Thi.J~..:;)' Frisk..; ) - u.1!mo .m 
::.:r . Rabb:.t - :::n~:ic ~iillson 
The Sea Gull - Leroy F . Jackson 
1·Thi te :Sutte::-flies - Al:;ernon 0 . S~·Jil': Jurn.e 
Tho OLiclcens - '..Jl11-nO\vl1 
Jarebac~:- Rider - Dorothy .Udis 1, 
:aep:1ants - :)orotlJ.J _Udis 
Spider ~lebs - Jc.rJ.es 3 . Ti ppett 
The Cit,/ ::onse - Christina Rossetti 
Tl c Duel: - Edith Kin; 
Tho Es.:; - Laura B. Richards 
Fuzzy ·i·tuzzy , Creepy Ora11ly - ~illic.n Schul:-0 
The Tired Oa ter:pillar - '.lnlcno~m 
Wil d Beasts - Svaleen Ste i n 
Over in t:1e i:-:eado·; - Olive R. Wadrn-rorth 
In the Barnyard - Dorothy Aldis 
The .A11imal :::tore - ~achel Field 
:ro-.; Ore.s. tures :1ove - unlmo•m 
Under the Tent of the 31-.y - Ro:;ena ~ • .=ennett 
- -
~-------------------------~ 
Joa ts 
Lir?lanes 
:isc ellaneous 
Thi::.1c; s that Go 
The Station - Kitty Parsons 
EnGine - Jamec S . Ti ppett 
Tr~ins - J2mes S . Tippett 
3oa ts - Ro,deno. J . :Sennett 
3hips - ~ancy ~ . Turner 
Ferry - Joats - James S . Tippett 
I :3alr a Ship 1:...-Sailine; - unknoun 
FreiGht 3oats - Jsmes S . Tippett 
;n1ere Go the Joats - Robert Louis ~tevonson 
Tuss - Ja~es S . Tippett 
"Cp in the Air - James S . ~iPl'ett 
Airplanes - I:uriel Shulz 
The Zeppelin - Rowena 3 . Jennett 
Trucks - James s . Tippett 
Roads - Rachel Field 
Stop - Go - Dorot~1y Jaruch 
Our 01m Gountr_y and Far- Off Lands 
An I ndian Lullaby - u:n~cnoim 
India:;.1 Children - A112.1ette ~TJlll1e 
The Road to Ch:~a - Olive :eauprc ~iller 
The Li ttlc Toy Land of the Du tel: - 1..ml;:no1-r.n 
Other Children - Helen Win~ 
.Ahou Ben Adhe""'l. - Leit:;l1 Hunt 
1·Tra:.:;c;le Tac;;le Gypsies - unl:noun 
SonG of Sherwood - Alfred ~oyoc 
Paul Revere ' s Ride - Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
Younc; Locl1invar - Sir 1·ial tor Jcott 
The Admiral ' s Ghost - Alfred Koyes 
Get Up and :Sar the Door - ' .. mlnlOiil1 
The Glove and The Lions - Leigh Sunt 
The ~~inc; and the Eiller of Hansfielcl - 1..ml:no-:m 
Have You ·watched the Fairies ? - Rose ... yleman 
The Child and the Fairies - u~1\:no1Jn 
Twent~ Foolish Fairies - NancJ ~ . ~urner 
F2.iries - Rose J.0Jleman 
The Fairies - ~iilliam Allinc_;ham 
A Fairy 1·Tent A- :orarl:etinc; - Rose Fyleman 
Fairy "Jmbrella:::; - Lucy Dio.mo:1d 
Finding Fairies - llarj ories Barroi·TS 
The Vi::::itor - Rachel Fi eld 
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Someone - Walter de la Eare 
A Goblinade - Florence Jacques 
Very Nearly - Queenie Scott-~opper 
The El f and the Door mouse - Oliver Eerford 
The :-Iernaid (part 1 )- Alfred TennysO.t1 
The Spider ' s ~eb - Char lotte ~ . Cole 
The :Jes t Gane in the Fairies Pla:.r - Rose 
Fyleman 
The Suc;ar Plum Tree - Eut;ene Field 
::a: ... e 3elieve TOK'l- Claudio. Th11rin 
~he Road to Raffydiddle - l:ildrod J? . r.:e:'..c;s 
Check - J ames Stephens 
For Fu.n 
Hi~ing - Dorothy Aldis 
Ru b- .A- Du i)- Du i) 
:I1..unp ty Du.inp ty 
Sins a Jon~ of Sixpence 
Old ::inc Cole 
There 'das a Croo~cod I-Io.n 
Old =~other Euboard 
Gencre..l Sto1~ c - :::tachel Field 
Shop ~iindo1m - R.os e P:,.rlenan 
Choosins Shoes - Freda ~rolfe 
RubbcJ.~ Joots - llouena J . Jellnett 
Pop Corn Land - ~lsie F . ~a~tach 
The Sane of the Corn Popper - Laura ~ . 
Richards 
A Po? Corn Sane - ~ancy 3 . Turner 
Jo·mthin Jin- - Jeatrice c. ::::rour 
J t , --, • ~ I - • ,.., t • r< one. nan .:.:.,lnz; s .... anners - ~ea rlc c v . 
Door :ells - 3ugene Field 
,3l:atil10 - =~erbert Asq_uith 
Jundles - Jol:..n Farro.r 
Tho Cloc': Shop - Huch Chcstenimn 
The Sunda;7 ~:or:t1in.:; Fisherman - Doro-'c':l~" 
~he Co~bler - Eleanor Chuffee 
:::he Jalloo::.1 : :an - Rose Fyleno.11 
I:orry Go - Rou:1d - :Dorothy ::::;aruc'1 
J.:(n~ry Go - Round - ::arcueri te God.(;3 
Circus Parade - James S . Tip~ett 
Circtis - Eleanor Farjeon 
:;: 
1 11 be 2.. Cl oun - ::r:.ry C. :Da 7i e 3 
~fucn ~vorybody - Dorothy Aldis 
The Orchestra - Olive Jeaupre ~iller 
~i.ldis 
I 
I 
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FishinG - Vi vian Goulld 
People - Lois Lcanski 
The ~amp - ~ancy 3 . Tur ner 
The Duel - Sucenc Fiel d 
::to.nd.s - Dorot>1~- .'l.ldis 
Feet - Dorothy Al dis 
Sea Fever - Jol.-'1 ::asefield 
Robins on Crusoe - Charl es ~ . Oarr;1 
l·"'1d 02-~:cs - Ei ld.red J . Sh8.cl:::lett 
On the :Jc2.c1.1 - ~ .. ili e : . s·capp 
The Old :-:ar~:et 1·ronan ( :TuJ..~sory :?J.1~~..,c) 
~:ar'- nt ':quare - A. --· :::. 1_::_ 
r.:~ c :nc:;c..l"J.tocl Shirt - Jol:.n Ha:-
~---~- -------~----~----------
Lease , ~1t~ and Jl~s , ~erald i~e :rai~ , Cre"tive 
Dr::r:,_a t ics L1 ::o'·12.J. 'Jc:~o~]:_ 2.l".d 00jll!1Unit·- , 'Teu"Yol~1 - , ::2.:nl~er and 
"'Jrothcro , 1~'52 . 
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30D~.c:_;;:; OF JTORIBS :.?OR C?.3:. :'I7=: :c::_u:.t'.. 
, 
-. 
·- . 
_l o .:Ucott , ~,ou::.ss. :: ., Little l ~ o:r .. 8l1 , (::,i ttl_c -:;_~ cmr. o..nci. Co . ) 
1;. . ; ... lc14lc , Jorot:·-~r , ;v~c.: ... ~9"t~l:::_-.,.. ?vl1d _:..:.""~-t~l:_:l~) (:~i.L,_.COl'l ~.alcll 
:::nd Co . ) 
5 . .l...nd O:J.., S0:1 , :-lm18 c~.rj::::, tion , Fall"- To..lcr (:J . : . })11 tton ::-.-1d 
Co . o.:c1G. ot;herc) 
r 
u . .!'l.yplec;o..:L ... -01' , ::o.l",:aT·et , 
- ~ros . ) 
. J . 1 t 
_ .. lJ~-1 ( ·--~ -~ -- e -~ "·1d ..(..~~..L !.I ..L <...-..l 
7 . .~.\.r::-. bio.:~ ·-:~-:.t:::, : ~~::.o :.. :' -~est K.:'1 0 lll s:''"l,..·c ( C~1o.rlec 
Sc:ri b::.1o? s Jo:_,~) 
8 • . .',.rbut~u~ot , 2:2.? ::ill , Children and -~oo::c (_,cott , 
?oroc~an ~=d Co . ) 
10 . 
11 . 
12 . 
-~2-ile;;r , Carol;;~il ;:;'1orHLl , 
(::il ton >:ro..dle;;· Co . ) 
Bailey , Carolyn J~erwin , 
(Ilobb , ::eaC::. end Co . ) 
Tho Story J.'e1lin·· ::o·_,r ~..;;..;..-.....,;;;_._...-;""'·'--...-: . _ __.,.,_:..:.;:-_ ;..;:::.. 
..:;o.ld ~Till , Jc.r.i.G...:; , :?-~ ft - C1c_m.o:..' S :J t Ol~ ~- 0 G P..e to l( (:.:-1Cl'i CC. i: 
::oo~;: Co . ) 
1::; . 3['.l1l1errc1o.n , ::c1e::.1 , Little -:lo..c::: ,.)c:.:r~Jo (Frndcric';: Stol:ec 
Co . ) 
- ---
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14 . Bannerman , Helen , Little Black Sambo (Frederick Stokes 
Co . ) 
15 . 
16 . 
17 . 
18 . 
19 . 
Barrows , Maj orie , One Hundred Be.st Peems_lor Bo.zs _ _.§L_p.d 
Girls (Whitman Publishing Co . ) 
Beatty , Hetty Burlingame , Saint Francis and the 1/J"ol;f (Houghton Iviifflin Co . ) 
Bennett , John , Ivlaster Skylark (Appleton-Cen tu.:I!'y -
Crofts , Inc . ) 
Bennett , Rowena Bastin , Around a To~§~ool~~b~ (Thomas s . Rockwell Co . ) 
Bianco , r..1argery , The Hurdy- Gurdy J:-1an (Oxford University 
Press) 
20 . The Bible , (a) Matthew 18 , (b) Luke 10 , (c) Luke 2 , 
(d) Exodus 2 , (e) I Samuel , II Samuel , I 1Ungs , 
(f) Hark 2 , (g) Luke 19 , (l) Genesis 30 , (i) Luke 15 , (j) Luke 19 
21 . Brink , Carol Ryrie , Caddie Ji.oodlawn (The Hacmillan Co . ) 
22 . 
23 . 
24 . 
25 . 
26 . 
27 . 
28 . 
29 . 
30 . 
31 . 
Brown , Abbie Farwell , In the Days of Gian~s (Houghton 
Mifflin Co . ) 
Brown , Jeanette Perkins , The Storyteller in Religio£& 
Education (The Pilgrim Press) 
Bro1m , Marcia , Stone Sot1.J2. (Charles Scribner ' s Sons) 
Bryant , Sara Cone , (a) How to Tell Stories to Children , 
( b ) Stories to Tell to Children (Houghton JYiifflin Co .l 
Caudill , Rebecca , Tree of Freedom (The Viking Press) 
Chase , Richard , Grandfather Tales , Wicked John and the 
Devil (Houghton Hifflin Co .) ---
Chonz , Selma , A Bell for Ursli (Oxford University Press) 
Clemens , Samuel L. , The Prince and the_lauper, ~ 
~awyeK (Harper and Bros . ) 
Cooke , Donald , The :Jutcracker of NureDberg (John C. 
Kinston) 
Cooke , Flora J . Nature 1-~yths and Stories (A . Flanagan) 
32 . Curry, C. M. and Clippin~er , 3 . ~ ., Children ' s 
Literature (Rand , :f\fcNally and Co.) 
33 . Daugherty , James, Andy and the Lion (~he ViJcing Press ) 
34 . DeLai:-Iare, ~falter , Peacock Pie (Henry liolt and Co .) 
35 . Dickens , Charles A., A Christmas Carol (Garden City 
Publishin,; Co .) 
36 . Douglas , Emil y Taft, Appleseed Farm (Abingdon Press) 
37 . Duvoisin , Rocer , The Three Sneezes (Alfred A Knopf , Im.) 
38 . Estes , ~leanor , The Hundred Dresses (Harcourt , Brace 
and Co .) -
39 . Field , Rachel , Pointed Peoule (Yale Lniversity Press) 
40 . Flack , J.t1arj orie , Ask l-fr . Bear (The r1acrr:illan Co .) 
41 . Forbes , ~sther , John~; Tremain (Houchton Kifflin Co . ) 
42 . ~yleman, Rose , The Rainbow Cat (Doubleday and Co . ) 
1
•
7 ro TJ ' r·o •-h • t (C d ., ('I I \ 
'-!·.) . "'ag' : c:naa ' ;..)now· i!..-1:_~ owar ' ~lC vann nc . J 
l~4 . 3-eismer , Barbara Pec1.: and Gu ter , .Antoinette ::Sro1vL , 
Very Younc Veraes (Houchton Hifflin co . ) 
45 . Gilbert , ~elen 3arle , :~s . Mallaby ' s Birthday (Rand 
::c~~c:lly Co. ) 
46 . The Golden Christr:..as 3ook (Simon and Scl:us tel~) 
Lf-7 . Grahame , Kenneth , The Hind in the Hillo1vs , (Charles 
Scribner ' s So1:s ) 
48 . Gray Elizabeth Janet, AdsT of the Road (T~e Viking 
Press) 
49 . ~Iale , Lucretia , The Peterkin Papers (I{ouc;hton ::'Tifflir 
Co . ) 
50 . Hallowell , Lillian , A Jook of Children ' s Literature 
(Farrar and Rinehart , Inc . ) -
51 . Harris, Joel Chandler , Uncle Remuo: -Iis Son,;s and 
Sa•rin · "' (Appleton-Can turv-Crofts Inc. ) ,, 't"'-' -. e) 
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5') ··a ;thorn ··, ..L.ha"V'1 J.. '"'l Tn' e ··oY'la." er ~oo' t ·ro·1 ...... to:r c . n .. > __ t- , ic.(.. J.~"' ' .I H .:.:. ~~ \' '~ ...;. .l. 
Co . ) 
53 . EaJ , John, The Enchanted Shirt (~OUGhton Miffli1 Co.) 
54 . rrodf:):::ins, ~Iary J . :r ., Tl.~.e Atlantic Trc:G.snrs~ of Chil·1 'l0od 
Stories (Atlantic ::oDthl:r Press) 
55 . ::olbroo1: , ::'lonmce, '"G.t·,_.,_re -,:vt'~s and :.:;torle:.., (_:o:;_;hto:r: 
5' . 
• • • nfl • rt ) u..l2. .-..J.ll vO. 
Hol~in0, =~ollinc 
I•{j fflin Co . ) 
('". 
v. ' 
T~e Tree ir t~e mr~1l (2ou_;htcn 
57 . ~!uo r , ::iriam, :Jtor,J '1l1d Veroe for Ch:i.ldrc:. (~:~e 
:r:acn:..llan Co. ) 
52. Irvint_;, ilu.s,J.i .L~t011 , Ri,~ 1[2:.: \Tinkle, Tal~z o.r tl1e 
~lLambra (=ouchton ~ifflin Co .) 
59. r..TCC' ,)G, <--T c::·c:~t, ~l'J ·lis~- ?~ .. i~y ::;alep (G . F . :ut,_lL..Hl 1 u 
Sono) 
00 . Jacendorf , :~ . A ., Tyll ~Jl~spier;c 1 • s =el"'..L Pran'~, 
(The Van~Ua:'d. :':"e . .:& Inc. 
6). 
Jane~ , 7liz"'he-l.."' u"-,..+o·l ""'--~. ("'" e ~·n,... '"lln·,, 
..J .... .. u l,.,_. .... v L ' ~ - . .. ... ,_-- ....,J_ - L-
~uclso·1, 01~1--a I:t:~r:~~1, ~~l\:"' Gr'""' • ~.i-a 
VioliYJ. (·:ou.:;hto 11 :r:iffl:..'1 Co.) 
Co . ) 
0! . ;:eller , Gott.:::'r.i.eci , ~he Fat o.::: the c~.JL.o , --.d2.rlV,d by 
:,ouis Untermeyer C:arcourt 3race and Co.) 
65 . :\:t;ll v , Er.:.c , :n C::'...e""'n ::a~.r , 
( mh ~ - . • 11 ----;:;--;..)~;..;.......;~..._ l C ~'LC..Cl!U '- c1 v 0 • 
66 . Lc:.ns , ~·.ndrc;.; , The C;nL:so ... _ 'Jr::.:ry Boo~- (Lon.c./'l~:r"" , ..:-reer: 
a Yld. ::; o . ) 
07 . Lcns':i, Lois, Indian Cartive (Frederic:: ,::;to':es Co.) 
69 . :;:;orer:.zini, Co..:rlo , r::: .. ~ __ dv"~-t.lre ..... o:: ::.:.:J.occ·Ll.:..o (':'~lOLl"l.S 
Nelso.r... and ·Jo . 
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70 . 
71 . 
Lom1sberr;{ , ::aoi:::,c , 
- • • nfl • ('1 ) ~-;. .... ·, _ln v o • 
::acLeod , 
::;.·1d Co . ) 
72 . ::cJa::;li~ , :~elli"' , ::o1~c ~e:-"e,.,1.s in .Action (:1ovr , Feter.:3on 
2.~1d Co .) 
74 . ::c:?ril1le~~1 Phyllis , T'J.e FlaL._ ?riLc"'s:.., 
cott Co . ) 
75 . :Inet.JrlL'lc': u.rne . :tl8.u:~ice , T?le 3luc ~lrC:. fa.~.~ C1dldrer. , 
(Silver -=:::rJ.ett Co .) 
~·r { (., . 
77 . 
:I e ·'J. ott i , G i u.n , 
Hill Jook Co .) 
Visi tor.5 
!:iller , Al.:.cc Dut;r , Cinderella (verse) 
I:1c . ) 
( ,.,o--'"'rd. ""c" r l ...1 ·, .;c_.... -._ ' ..,lt.--..;...1. ... , 
7u . ~-~iller, Olive Jcnupre , :;:y 3oo~;:house ( ~.12 -~oo~'-house for 
C l~ ~ J a.'-~. '1) • .l...L • .!. t... 
7 '1 ./ . "• • ]_ ' > ( \ • T • • • .J.. 1 .,... • ( ' ) rl' TT r .J.. . :__ J' , _:_ . J: • • , ..... J ,, L1i1l8 - vl18 -r00~1 ; • ~-"-C.;..· ....:;.;-l;.;;O;..;t;.:;.:U::..:  .:::.J__;'-";,;..;.u 
:Pooh Corne ... ~ (:;:::;.:-. Dutt,on cmd Co ., L1c .)-
80 . ~-'::onse2.l , _Ielc.J. A., :'addy ' s o:'lr .;. stmc.s '.A.lfr d 11. • • ::r:o~f, 
lnc . ) 
l~ortoa , ~ 0 .. '3 I 
P.-z. . O_lco++ , _...,rc.~-.~.ce.~, "'to-~- nellj-r. 1-<"'ll'"'d~ r--0'' ~· +o,-v _,/ - V U .._ _, 6J - r l J.. .. -· ( ? _,'(.,.., -'"' t...J \ -- 1.1.,_.1. ... V ...... 
::ifflin Co . ) 
GL; . • 3-rcer.. Pirc"'_ ( :2';e ::acuill2.n Co . ) 
85 . ?crr::..ult , c:~<:...rles , OlQ. S:imc Ctol~ics (Dodd, ~-:er.d ,_:.;1d 'Jo .) 
86 . ?otter , Je::;.tri:=: , :L'he Tale of Teter Rc..oi t (Fr ... dc::.~ic:~~ 
;;arre and ::; o . ) 
Pott~LI', ==::ri.a Yl 
Li3;Jpi.1cott Co . 
... :rs . Goose of • ~ .... -i _ .... l ...I. ,.-, '1 toT-"' ( T "< .Li-~_!_, h-J. t; e -1 . 
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G8 . Pyl c , ~=owal~ l , 
3tory of ::in ; 
8C) J • R - · 1 l ( 11 0 . ' ") · anee, .uO"t.lJ.S"'. c.e a tnctr , (J . 3 . ~i~p:ncott Co . ) 
Tlle 
90 . rt.o~Jcl~ts , :li.:.:c..bet£1 ::::tdo:~ , "Jnder the Tree (T:i.le Vi~c:.n; 
Press) 
91 . J.os oetti , C'·1ristinc , Gin;; So:1.:; (The ::ac.,:illan 'Jo . ) 
92 . Rootron , J.ichard , The sorcerer ' s ~upre ... ltic.., (.lill2.o.m 
I,~orro-:1 ard Co . , Inc . ) 
0 1' . . ~:"1.-\•'J. CI~ , n_ ,,.!-.. _, mv,C •,., •• o-f' '"'-or··+cll ·' r (m'-.e "Tl" '-l" r • ~re ) 
- '+ - -- _\.I..A.. '-'- J.. J,..J.. • -~ ~ . .J lJ rl_v ~ \...., - .L... ' .:... -•v - ~ 0 
s·:J . s cudd er ' -~orac c E . ' The Children I s 30 o:: (':'he ::acmillan 
Co . ) 
96 . Sellc~-T , Catherine :;:<' ., Adventures ~;i th t:;.e 2i'-'-·'t'""-' 
(Little, :=rou!: and Co. 
0"' 
J { • 
g.::: . Stei:1,. :S"~:alco··1 , r::?roubr:-.dour Tc.les (..:ol~ 'x.;-:.:errill Co . ) 
Ca briel c..:ad the :rour Jool~ ( .L . C. p, .:::;e 2.:1d Co . ) 
9:? . .., tevcl:son , J.o bert J.;ouls, Treasure Icl"'..nd ( Cllarlcc 
:3ori;mer ' s Sons) 
100 . Stoclcton , Fro.n:i;: , Fa:..,ciful ~ales (ChaTles :::lcril.mer ' s 
Sons) 
101 . 
102 . 
':'a.!.J.P8.::l , Jve !:a.rcl1 , Old :::Jallads ::.:..., :!?ro.:;c (:-:ou.:;~to:.1 
J.:iffli:.1 Co . ) I 
Thorno-Tho .. won, Gudru:.1 , ::Ja::;t o ' the Jun rnd ~·ier;;t o ' the 
noon (l10>l , :'cter::;on ::nd Co . ) 
103 . T:::mroer , J[. .• :J.\......; , T~1o G-reat Quillo1·1 (.:aycourt, -:=r8.ce 
and Co . 
101.~ . ':':mroer , Jo.:-J.es , I:o.n;y__::oodo (~he Vi~::::~'1__; ::?:::.'ess) 
lOS . -TolstoJ , Leo , Tm::~: t.2 -tl.1ree 'l'aL,s ( O::fonl University 
Press) 
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106 . Tolstoy , Leo , :rho.t ::en Live By ( Thomas Y . Crow·el1 Co . ) 
107 . Travers , Pamela , ~1ar3" Fop:2ins (Reynal m1d :atchcoc\:) II 
103 . Turner , ::ancy Jyrd , ::ar;pie Lar:.e (=Iarcot~rt :=race o.nd Co . ) 
109 . U:ntermeyer , Louis , rr:1is Sin,:;:..ng ~·Tor1d (:~[:rcourt, Brace 
o..nd Jo . ) 
110 . Hard , ~iinifred , Playma~;:int; ':Ti th Childre_a , rev . 
( .:p:p1etor:.-Century-Crofts, Inc .) 
111 . (fard , iiinifred , Stories to :Dramatize (Children ' s 
Theatre Press) 
ll " -~-C. . -~~e"ob TIOC>-rl· 0":1 Qt .To'."'"·l, 0•--ci..,_a_-rd 1:;1.-._i :- _; e~ ("'er1l' Cl. ~·ocl· et r • ' -· u-~ l 1.) • ~ _ .._ ~ - J . .' u. - - -- ~- u ;; 
Ltd ., London) 
ll::J . :Telles , ·Jinifred , G';::i 12.Pi11:, A1onr; A1o.t1e ( Ti1e I:ac:t:illan 
Co . ) 
1111- . ~ieston , C:L1ristine , Jhi:ns!?.. , the :Jancin•· JeGr (Charles 
3c:-ibner ' s Sonn) 
115 . ~iicl::es , Frances G- .,. =i:a·1p=- Bolida"s (Rand i·:c:·Jull:r and 
Co . , 
1 - ,-
_J.() . 
117 . 
·:ric;c;in , ::ate :Oouc;lo.s , o..ncl 8mltl1 , :i.iora Archloald , 
Tales of Laushter (Garden City rublishin~ Co . ) 
:¥ilde , Osco.r , Fair,L~o.les (G . P . Putno.m ' s Sons) 
S:c::.~;::on from 
~iard , :·-in:l.fred , :?lo.;{:r;~al:inf? ~ii tl~, 2d rev . od . 
~ow Yor~ : A:pplcton- Century- Crofta , Inc ., 1957 . 
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APPENDIX IV 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR REFERENCE USE 
IN CREATIVE DRAMA 
Note: The following is a selected list of books, 
which have been chosen as those that may be most useful to a 
teacher interested in Creative Drama. The brief annotations 
are intended only as a guide to the general information 
presented in each book. 
CREATIVE DRAMA BOOKS 
BrOlnl, Corinne. Creative Drama in the Lower Schools. New 
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1929. 
Although this book is titled 11Creative Drama 11 its 
main emphasis lies in the production of formal drama. 
Burger, Isabel B. Creative Play Acting. New York: A. s. 
Barnes and Company:l, 1950. 
The main emphasis is again on the production of 
formal drama through the use of creative techniques. 
It does have some excellent exercises beginning with 
simple pantomines. mood pantomines and moving on to 
change of mood and dialogue exercises for various age 
groups. The book puts considerable emphasis on the 
technical aspects of production so its value is 
limited for the creative drama leader. 
Durland, Frances Caldwell. Creative Dramatics for Children. 
Yellow Springs, Ohio: Antioch Press, 1952. 
As the main idea expressed in this handbook is the 
development of a creative play for an audience its 
approach also rather emphasizes formal drama using 
creative techniques. It does show some worthwhile 
values of creative drama. 
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H2.ac;c., ..:\.c11co and Randles , Patricia . Suuplem_enta~ ":atcrials 
For Use in Crc-;ative Dramatics 1ri tlL Youn....;er Childre'1. 
~:::eo.ttle: Uni vcrsi ty of ~~ashincton , 1952. 
This is a record of sctual creative dramatics 
activities ~ri t:1 younc children . Thio should be 
read b; every teacher contemplatin~ the use of 
creative drama. An ezcellcnt source. 
Lec..se, Ruth and wiles , Geraldine Jr8.i'1. 
in :;::oye , ..§_ch..2.9l a,Ed Co:mnu..ni ty . 
and Brothers , 1952 . 
Cl~eativc :Jrm<l2.tics 
2ew Yor~: Harper 
A.n essential book for everyone interested in 
cre'ltive drama . It gives practic2l inforn?tion on 
l'lha t creative drama is and hou it is in trod uc cd to 
and used with all ace levels . Its extensive biblio~­
raphy and appendixes ~ive suggestions for sources of 
readil1::; materio.ls 2nd sources of ~-:loems, pantomines 
and otories . 
S iko, Geraldine Brain . Creative :Jrapc. tics , An .. ..::'bft_ for 
Children . ::e1·r York : ::arpcl~ and Jrotherc, 1958 . 
Intended as a textboo:~ for teachers in tn:.inin--:: to 
u sc creative drama, this book is a valuable aid in 
understandinG the aims and vall;.es of informal dremrt . 
II 
0lade , Peter . Child Drc..ma, London: 
'/') " 
Universi t;y of Lo:1don Press , 
Ltd ., 195,.;. 
This book has creat inspirational value for those 
interested in creative drama . Its appToach is 
different from the .American practic2.l approaci.1 be-
cause it centers interest on the artiotlc nature 
of creative drama . It offers valuable observations 
on child drama , children ' s 01m distinct art form and 
contributes to our knowledce of children ' s educa-
tion and behavior . It contains an excelle~t Question 
and ans11er appendix and is illustrated i:'i t:1 pictures 
of children involved in child drama . Gus3ested 
readins for all interested in creative drama. 
l :·ral~.;:cr , Pamelr. Prince . Seven Steps to Crec.tive :Dramatics. 
li He11 Yorlc: Rill and ~7ano , 1957 . 
0:-l.ce asain this boo': refers not to crec.tivc droTic.tics , 
per se , but to the · :::e of creative t echniQues for the 
i 
I 
I 
I. 
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II 
production of formal drama . It offers smne useful 
exercises to use wit~ children. 
:'lard , w·inlfred , Playmalcinr~ ;u th Children. 2d rev. ed . He1-;r 
York : Appleton-C entury-Crofts , Inc. 1957. 
This boo~;: , alone Hi th Orea ti ve Drama tics in :rome , 
: 
I 
I 
School and Oonwunity by Siks and Lease constitutes I 
the bases of most of our practical lcno,."lled;e of , 
creative drama . It is a must for all creative drama. I 
It is a must for all creative leaders. It contains 
a valuable appendi~ listing sources of succested 1 
stories to dramatize . 1 
R:SL...I\T:8:0 BOO:cs 
And reus , Glad;y-s . Ore a ti ve Rhythmic ?:ovement for Children . 
:Te11 Yorl-c : Prentice-~:all, 1954. -
~lthouch basically a book dealing with dance this 
bool: contains valuable rhythmical ez:ercises 1·1hich 
are of value in creative drama . 
~ro~m , Jeanette Per~ins . The Storyteller in Relicious 
~ducation . Joston: Pilurim Press, 1957. 
A practical and most helpful :uide to the ~a.sic 
techni~ue of storytellin~ . It also contains some 
stories based on relicious themes several of tiliich 
are suitable for dramatization . 
Cole , ~atalie . Arts in the Classroom . 
Company , 1940. 
John :Oay 
::Jasically this is a bool;: on the use of art in the 
classroo~, but it has value as a cuide to creative 
teachins. 
: 
I 
: 
II 
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I 
I C·essell , Arnold and Ilc, Frances .!.J . The Child fror.1 Five to Tent ~Tew York : Harper and Brothers , 1946 . 
A valuable book in aidinc the understandins of ~ 
children ' s behavior at various aces. It also dis-
cusses children ' s i~terest in drama and dramatic 
play . 
Kra'J.s, Richard . Pl..§t;y Activities for 3oys and Girls. ]Cvl York: 
=·:cGTG.iT 1Iill Jook Company :nc ., 1957 . 
·-·-----
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This is a boolt: concerned mainly with various games and 
other activities for children. It offers some sugges-
tions which can be used in creative drama. 
Mearns, Hughes. Creative Power 2d ed. rev., New York: Dover 
Publications, 1958. 
This is an inspiring book concerning the need for 
releasing the creative power which children possess. 
A book which philosophically presents a plea for 
creative teaching. 
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